
























such! as! EMT.! To! elucidate! the! function! of!WWP2! in! TGF!! signalling! and!
increase!our!understanding!of!this!protein,!is!therefore!the!forefront!of!our!
research.! ! Here,! we! found! that! the! overexpression! of! WWP2! WW3M4!
recognition! domain! led! to! an! increase! in! Smad3Mdependent! TGF!! gene!
expression,!providing!strong!evidence!that!in!the!absence!of!TGF!,!WW3M4!
binds! to! the! Smad3! mediator.! We! also! predicted! and! validated! the!
expression!of!two!novel!WWP2!isoforms,!WWP2M∆HECT!and!WWP2MNM∆C2.!
Results!suggest!that!the! incomplete!HECT!domain!within!WWP2M∆HECT! is!
catalytically! nonMfunctional.! Furthermore,! the! transcription! of!
WWP2M∆HECT!has!been! linked!to!a!2kb!region!within! intron!9/10!with! its!
expression!positively!regulated!by!EGF!stimulation.!On!the!contrary,!when!
the! transcriptional! mechanism! of! the! existing! WWP2MC! isoform! was!
investigated,! a! 0.5kb! region! at! the! end! of! intron! 10/11!was! identified! to!
enhance!promoter!activity!responsible!for!expression,!which!was!negatively!
regulated! by! the! SOX9! transcription! factor.! It! was! also! found! that! ESRP!
splicing!factor!is!involved!in!the!negative!regulation!of!not!only!the!existing!
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proteins! and!many!different! types! of! cells.! The!precursors! of! protein! are!





is! controlled! by! an! array! of! different! mechanisms,! an! example! being!
ubiquitinMmediated! protein! degradation! which! can! involve! an! enzyme!
known!as!WWP2! (WW!domainMcontaining!protein!2)!ubiquitin! ligase,!and!
are! most! likely! triggered! by! signalling! molecules! such! as! cytokines.! The!
complex! crosstalk! between! signalling! pathways,! proteins! and! genetic!
material! is! responsible! for! appropriate! actions! taken! to! keep! proteins! at!
homeostatic! levels.! Any!misMregulation,! caused!by!mutation!or! otherwise!
will!likely!lead!to!abnormal!functions!and!ultimately!disease.!One!of!the!most!
common! modern! day! diseases! caused! by! mutationMmediated! protein!
misMregulation!is!cancer,!which!has!been!linked!to!the!Transforming!growth!
factor!!! (TGF!)!signalling!pathway.!This!signalling!pathway!employs!Smad!
signalling!molecules! to! carry! out! signal! transduction! suggesting! that!misM
regulated! levels! of! such! molecules! could! lead! to! a! change! in! the! TGF!!




In! addition! to! TGF!! and! cancer! development,! elements! of! the! postM
translational!modification!known!as!ubiquitination!will!also!be!explored.!This!
process!is!one!of!the!key!mechanisms!used!in!protein!turnover!by!sending!
target! molecules,! such! as! Smad! mediators! of! the! TGF!! pathway,! for!
proteasomal!degradation!using! three!different! enzymes! known!as! the!E1!
ubiquitinMactivation! enzyme,! E2! ubiquitinMconjugating! enzyme! and! E3!
ubiquitin! ligase.!Moreover,! the! crosstalk!between! the! signalling!molecule!
! 3!
TGF!! and! E3! ubiquitin! ligases! via! interactions! between! Smad!mediators,!
presents!a!fascinating!opportunity!to!investigate!the!relationship!between!
TGF!! signalling! and! cancer! through!mechanisms! such! as! TGF!Mmediated!
epithelial!to!mesenchymal!transition!(EMT),!and!therefore!uncover!the!role!
ubiquitination!might!have!on!TGF!!and!subsequently!cancer.!WWP2!is!an!E3!
ubiquitin! ligase! shown! to! interact! with! Smad! mediators! of! the! TGF!!
pathway.! Studying! the! relationship! between! WWP2! isoforms! and! TGF!!
pathway!may!therefore!prove!useful!in!understanding!the!effects!on!TGF!!
dependent!oncogenic!processes!such!as!EMT!due!to!the!effects!WWP2!may!
have! on! Smad! protein! levels! and! subsequently! TGF!! signalling.! The!
characterization!of!existing!and!novel!WWP2!isoforms!is!therefore!the!focus!
in! this! thesis!where!we! look!at!both!artificial! tandem!domains!within! the!







to! phosphorylation.! These! two! mechanisms! involve! the! reversible!
attachment!of!ubiquitin!or!phosphate!molecules! respectively,!onto! target!
substrate!by!covalent!interactions!(Sun!and!Chen,!2004).!Ubiquitin!(Ub)!is!a!
76Mamino! acid! globular! protein! containing! a! mixture! of! !Mhelices! and!
!Msheets! packed! tightly! by! numerous! hydrogen! bonds! forming! a!
hydrophobic!core,!and!is!found!ubiquitously!in!eukaryotic!cells!(VijayMkumar!
et' al,! 1987).! The! process! of! ubiquitination! requires! a! cascade! of! three!
enzymes,!E1!ubiquitinMactivating!enzyme,!E2!ubiquitinMconjugating!enzyme,!







formation!of! an! isoMpeptide! link! between! a! polyMUb! chain! and! the! target!
substrate!at!LysM48!(Tenno!et'al,!2004).!Therefore,!due!to!the!high!specificity!




As! mentioned! above,! there! are! three! key! mediators! of! ubiquitination!
including!the!E1!UbMactivating!enzyme,!E2!UbMconjugating!enzyme,!and!E3!
UbMligase.! To! date,! two! E1! enzymes! have! been! found! in! eukaryotes,!
however,!the!high!specificity!of!this!dynamic!process!to!the!large!amount!of!
target! substrate! is! the! result!of!more! than!40!E2s!and!~617!E3s! (Li!et'al,!
2008).!!The!two!E1!enzymes,!UBE1!and!UBA6!both!have!truncated!versions!
of!their!fullMlength!protein,!known!as!isoforms.!The!established!isoforms!of!






predominantly! in! the! nucleus! whilst! E1B! was! detected! primarily! in! the!










ubiquitinMactivating! enzymes,! E2!ubiquitinMconjugating! enzymes! also!have!
multiple! expressed! protein! isoforms.! All! in! all,! the! larger! group! of! E2!
enzymes! and! their! relative! isoforms! mean! that! once! again,! the! level! of!
specificity!and!diversity!increases!due!to!the!ability!of!different!E1,!E2!and!
E3! isoforms! to! bind! preferentially! to! a! diverse! range! of! specific! targets,!


















(E1MUb+Ub+ATP!! E1MUbMUbMAMP+PPi!! E1MUbMUb+AMP)! (Haas! and!Rose,!
1982).!!The!Ub!is!then!transferred!onto!the!catalytic!cysteine!residue!within!
the! UbMconjugating! (UBC)! domain! of! E2! UbMconjugating! enzyme! and!
covalently!linked!using!a!thioester!bond.!The!function!of!E2!is!to!transfer!the!
Ub!molecule!onto! lysine! residues!of! target! substrate!with! the!help!of! E3!















































bond!with! the!catalytic!cysteine! residue! in! the!HECT!domain!of!HECT!E3s!
before! the! final! conjugation!with! target! substrate! (Maspero!et' al,! 2011).!
HECT!E3!ligases!are!further!categorized!into!three!groups;!the!HECT!and!RLD!
domains! containing! (HERC)! E3s,! Neural! precursor! cellMexpressed!
developmental!downregulated!gene!4!(Nedd4)!E3s!which!contains!a!C2!lipid!
binding!domain,!tryptophanMtryptophan!(WW)!domains!and!a!HECT!domain,!
















in! phosphorylation,! ubiquitination! also!has! its! own! class! of! enzymes! that!
specifically!remove!ubiquitin!to!reverse!the!effects!of!this!process.!These!are!
known! as! deubiquitinating! enzymes! (DUBs).! There! are! around! 100! DUBs!
found! in! the!human!genome!separated! into! six! classes,! five!of!which!are!
cysteine! proteases!whilst! the! other! is! a! zincMdependent!metalloprotease.!
The!ubiquitinMspecific!protease!(USP),!ubiquitin!CMterminal!hydrolase!(UCH),!
Otubain! protease! (OTU),! MachadoMJoseph! disease! protease! (MJD)! and!
motifMinteracting!with!ubiquitinMcontaining!novel!DUB!family!(MINDY)!are!all!





DUBs! function! by! the! cleavage! of! peptide! bonds! next! to! the! cMterminal!
GlyM76!which! is! the! final! residue! in! active!Ub.! Since! all!Ub!molecules! are!
produced! as! inactive! precursors! containing! a! CMterminal! extension! past!
GlyM76,! it! is! assumed! that!DUBs!play!an!essential! role! in! activation!of!Ub!
precursors!by!the!cleavage!of!cMterminal!extension!via!a!hydrolysis!reaction!
(Grou! et' al,! 2015).! Another! important! function! of! DUBs! is! to! stabilize!
homeostatic!levels!of!ubiquitin!within!the!cell.!This!includes!the!cleaving!of!
Ub!from!target!substrate!committed!for!proteasomal!degradation!to!avoid!
the! inappropriate! degradation! of! Ub! (Amerik! and! Hochstrasser,! 2004).!
Unanchored! ubiquitin! in! cells! not! only! exist! in! its! monomeric! form! but!
substantial! levels! of! polyMubiquitin! chains! are! also! found.! Studies! have!









outcomes! depending! on! the! number! of! Ub! molecules! attached! and! the!
position!of!the!isoMpeptide!bond.!Ubiquitination!can!occur!in!many!forms!to!
increase!specificity!and!range!of!functions.!The!addition!of!a!polyMubiquitin!







ubiquitination! has! also! been! observed.! There! are! a! total! of! seven! lysine!
residues!on!ubiquitin!of!which!polyMpeptide!bonds!can!be!formed,!LysM6,!11,!
27,! 29,! 33,! 48! and! 63! (Sadowski! et' al,! 2012).! In! addition,! branched!
polyMubiquitination! can! also! occur! at! LysM6,! 27! and! 48! (BenMSaadon!et' al,!
2006).! To! add! a! further! layer! of! complexity,! ubiquitin! molecules! can! be!
modified!by!phosphorylation!and!acetylation!to!facilitate!a!wider!range!of!
functions.!Furthermore,!the!addition!of!a!phosphate!or!an!acetyl!group!onto!
Ub! molecules! may! also! act! as! an! extra! level! of! regulation! to! the!
postMtranslational! modification! of! ubiquitination! (Swatek! and! Komander,!
2016).!
!
The! most! extensively! studied! ubiquitination! modification! is! the! LysM48!
polyMubiquitination!of!target!substrates!which!results!in!degradation!by!the!
26S! proteasome.! The! attachment! of! a! polyMubiquitin! chain! at! LysM48!
containing! a!minimum!of! four! Ub!molecules! and! subsequent! increase! of!
binding!affinity!between!substrate!and!26S!proteasome!is!needed!for!target!















Figure& 1.2.4*& The& simplified& representation& of& the& ubiquitin*dependent& 26S& proteasomal&
degradation&mechanism.'The'26S'proteasome'is'made'up'of'a'20S'proteolytic'core'flanked'by'two'19S'
regulatory' tails.' The' substrate' tagged' by' a' polyUUb' chain' (shown' in' orange)' is' recognized' by' the'






















ubiquitination! of! epidermal! growth! factor! receptor! (EGFR)! and! plateletM
derived! growth! factor! receptor! (PDGFR)! leads! to! its! proteasomeM
independent! degradation! by! the! lysosome! (Haglund! et' al,! 2003).! Finally,!
branched!polyMubiquitination!of!Ring1B!RING!E3!is!a!critical!intermediate!for!






Figure& 1.2.5*' A& summary& depicting& different& types& of& ubiquitin& post*translational& modification.'
Ubiquitin'molecules'are'shown'in'orange'and'are'bound'to'substrates'in'various'manners'as'shown'






























Due! to! the! diversity! in! the! functions! of! ubiquitination! including! those!
facilitated!by!NEDD4!E3!ubiquitin!ligases,!the!regulation!of!this!E3!becomes!
a!crucial!part!of!normal!cellular!function.!The!autoMinhibition!of!these!ligases!
is! one! way! of! negatively! regulating! their! catalytic! activity.! The! autoM




autoMinhibitory! conformation! and! therefore! positively! regulating! NEDD4!
function!(Mund!and!Pelham,!2009).!Furthermore,!research!has!also!shown!
that! the! binding! of! NDFIPs! to! NEDD4! not! only! functions! to! release! its!








Currently,! there! are! nine! NEDD4! E3! ubiquitin! ligases! identified! including!
NEDD4M1,! NEDD4M2,! WWP1,! WWP2,! ITCH,! NEDL1,! NEDL2,! Smurf1! and!
Smurf2.!These!are!grouped!together!under! the!same!umbrella!as! they!all!
contain! an! NMterminal! C2! lipid! binding! domain,! WW! (tryptophanM
tryptophan)!substrate!recognition!domains!and!a!CMterminal!HECT!catalytic!
domain.!However,!these!NEDD4!ligases!differ! in!size,!ranging!from!748!aa!
(Smurf2)! to! 1606! aa! (NEDL1),! and! number! of!WW! domains! as! shown! in!
fig! 1.3.1.! The!difference! in!WW!domain! composition!dictates! the! specific!
function!of!the!ligase.!For!example,!Smurf1!contains!2!WW!domains!which!
bind! to! and! facilitate! the! degradation! of! Smad1! and! 5! (Zhu! et' al,! 1999),!
whilst! Smurf2,! containing! 3! WW! domains! monoMubiquitinates! Smad3! to!
inhibit!the!TGF!!pathway!(Tang!et'al,!2011).!The!transcription!of!isoforms!is!
! 13!











events! resulting! in! retained! introns! (Flasza! et' al,! 2002).! The! subsequent!





























by! the! difference! in! domain! composition! of! truncated! isoforms.! For!
example,!the!overexpression!of!WWP1!has!been!linked!to!prostate!cancer!





and! its! isoforms! has! also! been! studied! with! results! suggesting! that! the!
presence! of! different! domains! alter! their! ability! to! carry! out! specific!
functions.! In! a! study! by! Raikwar! and! Thomas! investigating! the!
NEDD4M2Mmediated! degradation! of! epithelial! Na+! channel! (ENaC),! it! was!
found!that!the!NEDD4M2M∆C2!isoform!(an!isoform!lacking!the!C2!domain),!is!
a!better!inhibitor!of!ENaC!in!Xenopus!oocytes!than!the!NEDD4M2M∆WW2,3!
isoform! (one! that! lacks! the! WW2,3! domains).! Furthermore,! cell! surface!
expression!of!ENaC!in!HEK293A!cells!were!also!inhibited!by!NEDD4M2!with!
the!∆C2!isoform!being!the!more!potent!inhibitor!compared!to!the!fullMlength!




The! WWMdomain! containing! E3! ubiquitinMprotein! ligase! 2! (WWP2)! is! a!
member!of!the!NEDD4!family!of!E3s!that!we!have!focused!our!research!on.!
As! mentioned! previously,! E3s! works! closely! with! E1! ubiquitinMactivating!










converting! Phosphatidylinositol! 3,4,5,! triphosphate! (PIP3)! to!
Phosphatidylinositol! 4,5,!bisphosphate! (PIP2)! (An!et'al,! 2014).! The! role!of!
WWP2!has!been!shown!using!WWP2!knockdowns,!suggesting!that!WWP2!
increases! levels! of! PIP3! by! signalling! for! PTEN! degradation,! ultimately!







chromosome! 16q22.1! (Chen! et' al,! 2014).! Translation! of! the! full! length!
WWP2!isoform!(FL)!begins!at!exon!2!and!concludes!at!exon!24.!This!produces!
an! isoform! that! contains! an! NMterminal! C2! lipid! binding! domain,! four!
tryptophanMtryptophan! (WW1M4)! substrate! recognition! domains! and! a! CM
terminal!HECT!catalytic!domain.!The!NMterminal!C2!domain!is!responsible!for!




charged!phospholipids!on! the!membrane! (Rizo!and!Südhof,!1998).!At! the!
cMterminal!of!the!C2!domain!are!four!WW!substrate!recognition!domains.!
Each!domain! comprise!of!!! strands! arranged! to! give! a! globular! structure!
(Sudol!et'al,!1995).!Its!ability!in!recognize!PPXY!motifs!on!target!substrates!
is! related! to! its! prolineMrich! nature! and! the! appearance! of! doubleM
tryptophan!in!its!sequence.!The!presence!of!hydrophobic!residues!within!the!
binding!pocket!of!WW!domains!allow!the!binding!of!hydrophobic!prolines!
within! the! PPXY! motif.! WW! domains! most! commonly! refer! to! two!
tryptophan!residues!spaced!20M22!amino!acids!apart!that!are!responsible!for!







permits! transthioesterification!meaning! that!Ub! binds! to!HECT! E3! before!




inhibit! as! a! form!of!negative! regulation.! This! form!of! inactive!WWP2!has!
proven! to!be! relatively! stable!as!demonstrated!by! its!unchanging! cellular!
levels!in!response!to!Heclin,!an!inhibitor!of!HECT!ligases!(Mund!et'al,!2015).!!
The!mechanism!of!autoMinhibition!involves!the!binding!of!the!C2!domain!to!
the! HECT! domain! near! its! catalytic! cysteine,! effectively! inhibiting! the!
formation!of! thioester!bond!to!Ub!(Wiesner!et'al,!2007).!The!release!and!
consequent! activation! of! E3s! can! be! mediated! by! binding! of! different!
substrates.! For! example,! it! has! been! shown! that! calcium! binding! to! C2!




Currently! there! are! three! established!WWP2! isoforms! inclusive! of! the! FL!
protein!mentioned!above!(ENST00000359154.6)!and!are!shown!in!fig!1.3.2.!
WWP2MN! (ENST00000569174.5)! is! a! shortened! isoform! whereby!
transcription!of!the!gene!ends!prematurely!at!exon!9!due!to!the!presence!of!






alternate! splicing! events! resulting! in! the! retained! intron! in!WWP2MN! has!
been!suggested!to!be!a!result!of!splicing!factors!such!as!Epithelial!splicing!
regulatory!protein!1! (ESRP1)!and!ESRP2! (Chantry,!2011).!As! suggested!by!
their! names,! ESRPs! are! highly! expressed! in! epithelial! cells! whilst!
! 17!
mesenchymal! expression! is! substantially! downMregulated.! The! ability! of!
these!proteins!to!potentially!regulate!the!transcription!of!different!WWP2!
isoforms! therefore! suggests! that! the! downMregulation! of! ESRPs! in!
mesenchymal! cells!will! induce! differential! expression! of! different! protein!
isoforms! compared! to! epithelial! cells! (Warzecha! et' al,! 2009a).! Many!






Figure&1.3.2*&A&diagram&of& the&WWP2&gene& locus&and&expressed& isoforms.'A' summary'of'WWP2'
isoforms'showing'the'C2'domain'highlighted'in'orange,'the'WW'domains'in'grey'and'the'HECT'domain'
in'green.'The'transcription'of'different'isoforms'is'a'result'of'a'combination'of'retained'introns'and'
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P1 P2Putative'promoters:
























1U335' (first'and' last'amino'acids'circled' in'orange)'whilst' the'CUisoform'spans'amino'acid'440U870'
(underlined'and'in'bold,'with'first'and'last'amino'acids'circled'in'purple).'
1.3.2! WWP2*and*its*role*in*signalling*pathways*




homolog! (DVL2)! is! a! key! protein! in! the!WNT!pathway! that! binds! to! Axin!
leading! to! the! stabilization! of! !Mcatenin! consequently! activating!
transcription!of!target!genes.!DVL2!was!shown!to!bind!to!WWP2!primarily!
by!the!PPXY!motif,!but!also!the!YXY!motif!and!the!DEP!domain!on!DVL2!which!
binds! to! the! C2! domain! of!WWP2.! The! binding! of! DEP! to! C2! allows! the!
activation!of!WWP2!by!relieving!the!autoMinhibition!of!WWP2!through!the!
C2! and! HECT! domains.! More! importantly,! the! disinhibition! of! WWP2! is!
reliant!on!the!polymerization!of!DVL2.!The!DVL2Mactivated!WWP2!then!binds!
to! and! ubiquitinates! the! intracellular! domains! of! the! Notch3! receptor!
        10         20         30         40         50 
MASASSSRAG VALPFEKSQL TLKVVSAKPK VHNRQPRINS YVEVAVDGLP  
        60         70         80         90        100 
SETKKTGKRI GSSELLWNEI IILNVTAQSH LDLKVWSCHT LRNELLGTAS  
       110        120        130        140        150 
VNLSNVLKNN GGKMENMQLT LNLQTENKGS VVSGGELTIF LDGPTVDLGN  
       160        170        180        190        200 
VPNGSALTDG SQLPSRDSSG TAVAPENRHQ PPSTNCFGGR SRTHRHSGAS  
       210        220        230        240        250 
ARTTPATGEQ SPGARSRHRQ PVKNSGHSGL ANGTVNDEPT TATDPEEPSV  
       260        270        280        290        300 
VGVTSPPAAP LSVTPNPNTT SLPAPATPAE GEEPSTSGTQ QLPAAAQAPD  
       310        320        330        340        350 
ALPAGWEQRE LPNGRVYYVD HNTKTTTWER PLPPGWEKRT DPRGRFYYVD  
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HNTRTTTWQR PTAEYVRNYE QWQSQRNQLQ GAMQHFSQRF LYQSSSASTD  
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that! whilst! WWP2MFL! levels! increased! with! TGF!! stimulation,! WWP2MN!
expression! ultimately! disappeared! 4! days! postMTGF!! treatment.! Studies!
have!also!shown!that!not!only!does!TGF!!affect! levels!of!WWP2,!but! the!
reverse!is!also!true!as!WWP2!can!also!alter!levels!of!TGF!!signalling.!This!is!
carried! out! by! the! binding! of! TGF!! ligandMstimulated! Smad! mediators!
(Smad2,! 3! and! 7)! to!WWP2! ubiquitin! ligase! resulting! in! the! proteasomal!
degradation! of! Smads.! Although! WWP2MFL! binds! to! Smad! 2,! 3! and! 7,!
preference! lies! with! Smad2/3! binding.! Additionally,! this! binding! can! be!
enhanced! by! TGF!! stimulation,! causing! a! shift! in! binding! preferences!
resulting! in! higher! levels! of! Smad7! degradation! by! WWP2Mmediated!
ubiquitination! in! comparison! to! Smad2/3.!Notably,! the!presence!of! TGF!!





Further! investigations!showed!that! the!WW1!domain!was! responsible! for!
the!binding!to!residue!180M240!of!Smad3.!In!the!absence!of!TGF!,!WWP2MN!
binds! to! WWP2MFL! to! relieve! autoMinhibition! leading! to! the! binding! and!
subsequent!degradation!of!Smad3!(as!shown!in!fig!1.3.4).!However,!in!the!
presence! of! TGF!,! Smad3! phosphorylation! by! ligand! binding! releases! its!
autoMinhibition!mechanism!therefore!allowing!the!binding!of!WWP2MN!and!
Smad3!ultimately!stabilizing!levels!of!Smad3!due!to!the!lack!of!HECT!domain!
in! the!NMisoform.!On! the! other! hand,!WWP2MC! has! the! ability! to! bind! to!
Smad7! via! the! WW4! domain,! also! in! a! TGF!Mdependent! manner! which!
presumably!signals!for!degradation!due!to!the!presence!of!an!intact!HECT!





native! Smad7! (Wahl,! 2016).! To! study! this! complex! relationship! between!




Figure& 1.3.4*& Effects& of&WWP2*N/FL& binding& and& TGF!& stimulation& on& Smad3& levels.& A' diagram'
showing'the'binding'of'WWP2UN'to'FL'which'releases'autoUinhibition'allowing'the'attachment'of'and'































This! pathway! is! triggered! by! ligands! including! TGF!,! Bone! Morphogenic!
protein!(BMP)!and!Activin!(Guo!and!Wang,!2009),!binding!to!transmembrane!
Serine/! Threonine! kinase! receptors! (Feng! and! Derynck,! 2005).! There! are!
three!TGF!!isoforms,!TGF!1,!TGF!2!and!TGF!3.!These!are!all!produced!in!a!










TGF!! signal! transduction! most! often! uses! the! canonical! pathway! which!
involves! binding! of! ligand! to! TGF!RI! and! TGF!RII! and! uses! traditional!
downstream!mediators! of! Smad! signalling!molecules.! However,! although!
this!is!the!most!common!way!of!TGF!!signal!transduction,!it!is!not!the!only!










Inhibitory! Smads! (IMSmad).! Whilst! stimulation! of! BMP! induces! signal!
transduction! mediated! by! RMSmad1,! 5,! 8,! CoMSmad4! and! IMSmad6,! TGF!!































cascade! involves! the!binding!of!a!mature!TGF!!dimer! to! the!extracellular!
binding! site! on! TGFR2.! This! induces! a! conformational! change! in! TGFR2!
allowing! the! binding! of! TGFR1! to! both! the! TGF!! ligand,! and! TGFR2.! The!
proximity! between! the! two! receptors! allows! the! transphosphorylation! of!
Ser/Thr!residues!in!the!GS!motif!at!the!NMterminal!TGFR1!kinase!domain!by!
the! constitutively! active! TGFR2! (Massagué,! 1998).! The! signal! is! then!
mediated! by! a! combination! of! Smad! molecules.! RMSmad2/3! is! recruited!
through!recognition!of!the!L3!loop!next!to!the!SSXS!motif!in!MH2!domain!by!
the!L45!loop!in!TGFR1!adjacent!to!the!GS!motif!allowing!the!phosphorylation!







KKLKK!motif!within! the! H2! helix! in!MH1! of! Smad3! is! responsible! for! the!






the! Smad! binding! element! (SBE)! sequence! MCAGACM! in! the! DNA! to! allow!
regulation!of!target!genes!(Chai!et'al,!2003).!To!increase!specificity!of!SmadM
DNA!binding,!the!Smad!complex!binds!to!both!transcription!coactivators!and!




the! transcription! of! BCL2! gene! via! binding! to! its! promoter.! The! GLI1!
mediated!transcription!of!BCL2!has!been!implicated!in!cancer!by!its!function!
in!cell!growth!and!apoptosis.!However,!the!regulation!of!BCL2!transcription!
by!Smad2/Smad4/GLI1! is! also!dependent!on! the!presence!of!p300/CREBM
binding! proteinMassociated! factor! (PCAF),! a! histone! acetyltransferase! that!
adds!another!level!of!specificity!in!this!transcription!regulation!mechanism!
(Nye!et'al,!2014).!On!the!other!hand,!the!binding!of!Smad!complexes!with!
transcription! corepressors! such! as! TGIF! in! the! nucleus! leads! to! the!














Due! to! the! important! role! the! TGFB! signalling! cascade! has! on! genes!










the! Inhibitory! IMSmads.! These! inhibitory! Smads! employ! several! different!
mechanisms! to! successfully! inhibit! TGF!! signalling.! Following! TGF!!
stimulation,! IMSmad7! binds! to! activated! TGFR1! via! its! MH2! domain!
subsequently! inhibiting! the! binding! of! RMSmads! therefore! meaning! that!





through! the! binding! of! phosphoMSmad2/3/4! to! the! SBE! sequences! in! the!




SBE!sequences! in! target!gene!promoter!regions!competitively! inhibits! the!







As! mentioned! previously,! a! mechanism! involved! in! the! control! of! TGF!!
signalling! levels! is! ubiquitinMdependent! proteasomal! degradation.!
Ubiquitinated! Smad! mediators! can! be! signalled! for! 26S! proteasomal!
degradation!subsequently!affecting! levels!of!TGF!!signalling.!A!positive!or!




of! TGF!! transduction! would! decrease.! As! its! name! suggests,! the! Smad!
Ubiquitin! Regulatory! Factor! (SMURF),! is! one! of! the! E3! ubiquitin! ligases!
involved! in! the!ubiquitinMdependent! regulation!of! Smad!mediators.! It!has!
been! found! that! Smurf! regulators! have! the! ability! to! ubiquitinate! and!
subsequently!send!both!RMSmads!and!IMSmads!for!proteasomal!degradation,!
suggesting! that! Smurfs! can! positively! and! negatively! affect! TGF!! signal!
transduction.!Furthermore,!Smurfs!can!also!inhibit!TGF!!signalling!by!using!




also! involved! in! this! regulation,! including! but! not! exclusive! to! ITCH! and!
WWP1!(Inoue!and!Imamura,!2008).!!
!
Deubiquitinating! enzymes! (DUBs)! counteract! the! effects! of! E3! ligases! by!
removing!ubiquitin!molecules!from!ubiquitinated!proteins!or!by! inhibiting!




deubiquitination! of! TGF!R1! therefore! enhancing! the! levels! of! TGF!!
signalling!(Zhang!et'al,!2012;!AlMSalihi!et'al,!2012;!Eichhorn!et'al,!2012).!On!
the!contrary,!CYLD,!another!member!of!the!USP!family!has!been!shown!to!
bind! to!and!deubiquitinate! Smad7!mediators!which! increases! the!natural!
inhibition! of! TGF!! signalling! (Herhaus! and! Sapkota,! 2014).! Together,! the!
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multitude! of!mechanisms! and! proteins! involved! in! the! regulation! of! this!





proliferation! and! differentiation.! However,! it! is! also! highly! implicated! in!
many! diseases,! most! notably! cancer.! The! effects! of! TGF!! on! cancer!










TGF!! to! having! oncogenic! effects! instead.! This! could! be! due! to! the!
development! of! resistance! by! oncogenic! cells! to! TGF!Mmediated! growth!
inhibition,!but!not!the!effect!of!TGF!!on!oncogenic!mechanisms.!Moreover,!
it! has! been! shown! that! at! this! increased! level! of! TGF!,! this! cytokine! is!




TGF!! increases! the! aggressiveness! and! aids! development! of! cancer! in!
several!ways.!Firstly,!and!perhaps!most!established! is! its!ability! to! induce!
Epithelial! to! mesenchymal! transition! (EMT).! This! form! of! cell!
transMdifferentiation! is! activated! by! many! EMT! markers! including! SNAIL,!
Twist!and!Vimentin,!whilst!a!decrease!in!levels!of!EMcadherin!is!advantageous!
to! this! process.! TGF!! induces! EMT! by! increasing! SmadMdependent!
transcription!of!Twist,!fibronectin,!Vimentin!and!SNAIL!which!also!represses!
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linked!to!the!growth!factor!VEGF.!TGF!! increases! levels!of!VEGF!which! in!
turn!promotes!TGF!Mmediated!apoptosis,!an!important!step!in!angiogenesis!
(Ferrari! et' al,! 2009).! TGF!! further! supports! tumour! development! by! the!
suppression!of!Natural!killer!(NK)!cells!in!the!body!that!are!normally!tasked!
with!the!detection!and!obliteration!of!foreign!pathogens!and!tumour!cells.!
It! was! found! that! in! response! to! InterleukinM15! (ILM15),! TGF!! stimulation!
inhibits! the!mammalian! Target! of! Rapamycin! kinase! (mTOR)! which! is! an!





Specifically! in!metastatic!and! invasive!melanoma,!a! significant! increase! in!
TGF!! levels! have! been! observed! in! comparison! to! healthy! melanocytes.!




activator! inhibitor!which! inhibits! cells! invasion!and!migration!by! lowering!
plasmin! levels! (Humbert! and! Lebrun,! 2013).! With! the! progression! of!
melanoma,!it!has!been!suggested!that!the!dual!role!of!TGF!!switchMover!is!a!
result! of! the! development! of! resistance! to! TGF!Mmediated! tumour!





Not! only! has! the! TGF!! cytokine! within! the! TGF!! superfamily! shown!
oncogenic!effects!in!melanoma,!but!many!members!of!the!BMP!family!have!
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an! increased! expression! in! two! cell! lines,! BMP4! and! 7! showed! high!
expression!in!all!nine!cell!lines.!In!the!same!study,!Rothhammer!et'al!were!





change! from! the! mesenchymal! phenotype! to! the! epithelial! phenotype!







deviating! from!homeostatic! levels.!This!abnormal! increase! is! the!result!of!
multiple! cellular! mechanisms! combined! including,! but! not! exclusive! to,!
atopic! cell! proliferation! to! begin!with,! then! angiogenesis! and! EMT!which!
increases!the!aggressiveness!of!the!cancer!leading!to!metastasis!(Perrot'et'
al,! 2013).! Signals! that! initiate! atopic! proliferation! usually! arise! from!
mutations!within!fundamental!genes!guarding!the!normal!cell!cycle!and!are!
known!as! tumour! suppressors! and!protoMoncogenes.!Due! to! the! complex!





cells! responsible! for! the! production! of! pigments! known! as!melanin.! The!





cells! also! occurs.! Cells! originating! from!NCCs! have! high! EMT!potential! to!
allow! ease! of!migration! during! development,! and! can! also! selfMrenew! to!
ensure!steady!levels!of!NCCs.!The!aggressiveness!of!melanoma!has!therefore!
been! suggested! to! be! a! result! of! the!properties!melanoma! cells! attained!
from!its!cell!origin!(Mort!et'al,!2015).!!
!
Melanoma! can! be! categorised! into! different! stages! dependent! on! its!







any! thickness! that! has!metastasized! to! nearby! lymph! nodes! and! tissues.!!
Finally,! the!most! aggressive! form! of!melanoma! is! at! stage! IV,!where! the!
tumour!has!metastasized!to!lymph!nodes!and!other!organs!away!from!the!
primary! tumour! and! will! require! a! combination! of! treatments! such! as!
surgical! removal! of! tumour,! radiotherapy! and! chemotherapy! (Melanoma!
Research!Foundation,!2017).!Since!the!1990s,!incidences!of!melanoma!in!the!
UK!has! increased!by!119%!with! the! likelihood!of!melanoma!development!
enhanced!by!factors!such!as!UVMexposure,!hereditary!mutations,!skin!colour!








The! aggressiveness! of! a! cancer! can! depend! on! the! tumour! size,! and!
metastasis.!Benign!cancers!are! tumours! that!have!stayed! in! their!primary!
location!without!having!developed!the!ability!to!metastasize!to!a!secondary!
location!within!the!body.!The!increase!in!size!of!the!tumour!relies!highly!on!




VEGF! signalling! pathway! is! predominantly! responsible! for! angiogenesis,!
therefore!making!VEGF!a!key!player!in!tumorigenesis!(Hoeben!et'al,!2004).!
!
For! the! cancer! to! metastasize,! a! crucial! event! that! must! occur! is! EMT.!
Together! with! other! occurrences,! EMT! contributes! to! oncogenesis! by!
altering!cell!adhesion,!migration!and!proteolysis! (Bogenrieder!and!Herlyn,!




membrane! via! apicalMbasal! polarity,! to! spindle! shaped! cells! containing!
protrusions!for!migration!purposes;!a!shift!in!cellMcell!interaction!proteins!to!
vimentin! and! fibronectin;! and! the! acquisition! of! ability! to! invade! the!












metastasize' via' the' bloodstream' to' a' secondary' location.' VEGF' is' an' essential' growth' factor' that'
induces'angiogenesis'allowing'blood'vessels' to'develop'within' tumours.'At' the'secondary' location,'

























of! these! EMT! markers! provide! a! good! indication! to! the! levels! of! EMT!
occurrence!in!cells!due!to!their!respective!biological!functions.!For!example,!
NMCadherin!and!EMcadherin!are!adhesion!proteins!that!decrease!during!EMT!
whilst! transcription! factors! SNAIL! and! Twist,! which! function! to! represses!
EMcadherin,!increase!during!EMT!(Kalluri!and!Weinberg,!2009).!Another!EMT!




the! many! different! aspects! of! cancer! development,! such! as! EMT.! A!




Many! studies! have! investigated! the! role! E3! ubiquitin! ligases! play! in!


















properties! in!melanoma.! In!one! study,! it!was! found! that! the!NEDD4ML!E3!
ligase,! a! homologue! of! NEDD4M2,! was! expressed! in! many! metastatic!
melanomas! in' vitro,! but! not! in! benign! melanocytes.! In! the! same! study,!
downMregulation! of! NEDD4ML! was! shown! to! decrease! cell! growth! in!
melanoma!cell!lines.!In'vivo!studies!on!mice!were!performed!and!highlighted!
that!increased!expression!of!NEDD4ML!led!to!melanoma!cell!growth.!All!in!all,!
NEDD4ML! has! shown! strong! oncogenic! properties! that! contributes! to! the!
progression!and!aggressiveness!of!melanoma!(Kito!et'al,!2014).!In!another!
study,!evidence!was!provided!showing!the!oncogenic!properties!Smurf2!has!




cells! which! increased! resistance! to! the! cytotoxicity! induced! by! MEK!
inhibitors.!Consequently,!followMup!studies!showed!that!the!downregulation!
of!Smurf2!lowered!levels!of!MITF!and!significantly!increased!the!cytotoxicity!
of!MEK! inhibitors! in!melanoma! therefore! improving! the!efficiency!of! this!
therapeutic!measure!(Smith!et'al,!2013).!
!
As!mentioned!previously,!WWP2!was! identified!as! the!E3!ubiquitin! ligase!
responsible!for!the!ubiquitination!of!PTEN!tumour!suppressor.!The!inhibition!









effects! on! cancer! prognosis.!On! the! other! hand,! conflicting! evidence! has!
suggested!WWP2!as!a!tumour!suppressor!in!ovarian!cancer.!It!was!identified!
that!WWP2! is!a!negative! regulator!of! the!Notch3!signalling!pathway,!one!
that! is! highly! implicated! in! ovarian! cancer.! This! interaction! leads! to! the!












disease! of! cancer.! Currently,! little! is! known! about! the! WWP2! protein!




unclear.!We!postulate! that!TGF!Mdependent!EMT! in!oncogenesis! is!partly!
mediated!by!WWP2!and!that!the!relationship!between!WWP2!and!TGF!!is!











III.! Studying! the! expression! profiles! of! novel! and! established! WWP2!
isoforms!in!cancerous!and!nonMcancerous!cells!
IV.! Examining!the!role!of!WWP2!isoforms!in!TGF!Mdependent!EMT!


























































Thermo! Scientific! High! fidelity! Phusion! Polymerase! was! used! to!
amplify! inserts! that! were! cloned! using! T4! ligation.! The! 3Mstep!
protocol! provided! by! supplier! was! followed,! using! PCR! reaction!
conditions! provided! in! table! 2.1M3! and! cloning! primers! shown! in!




Step( Temperature( Time( Cycles(
Initial!Denaturation! 94oC! 30! 1!
Denaturation! 94oC! 15! !
30!Annealing! 70!oC! 30!
Extension! 68!oC! 1!min!per!kb!
Hold! 4oC! indefinite! 1!
!
Table&2.1*3*&PCR&reaction&conditions&used&for&High&fidelity&Phusion&PCR&
Step( Temperature( Time( Cycles(
Initial!Denaturation( 98oC! 30! 1!
Denaturation( 98oC! 10! !
30!Annealing( *! 10!
Extension( 72oC! 10!
Final!extension! 72oC! 5!min! 1!

























































































































































PCR! inserts! and! plasmid! vectors! were! digested! with! XhoI! and! Hindlll!
restriction!enzymes!provided!by!Promega!before!T4!ligation.!The!digestion!
















incubated! at! room! temperature! for! 1! hr! using! components! listed! in!
table!2.1M6!and!the!pGEMMT!easy!vector!is!shown!in!figure!2.1.3.!Cloned!DNA!


















and! reactions! were! incubated! at! room! temperature! for! 3! hrs.! Cloned!
constructs! were! then! transformed! into! Stellar! high! efficiency! competent!































shocked!at!42! oC! for!45!s!and! immediately!placed!back!on! ice! for!a!
further!10!mins.!It!was!then!incubated!in!37!oC!shaker!for!45M60!mins!
after! the! addition! of! 300!µl! of! LB.! Agar! plates! containing! ampicillin!








midiprep.! These! inoculations! were! incubated! in! the! 37! oC! shaker!





Concentrations! of! DNA! and! RNA! samples! were! measured! by! the!
detection! of! the! absorbance! at! 260! nm! (A260)! using! the! Thermo!
Scientific!NanoDrop!spectrophotometer.!The!quality!of!samples!was!
measured!using!the!A260/280!ratio.!A!ratio!of!around!1.8!for!DNA!was!
deemed! pure! whilst! a! ratio! of! around! 2! was! used! as! the! quality!












supernatant! was! discarded! and! the! pellet! in! each! tube! was! then!
resuspended!in!16!ml!of!ice!cold!TBI!and!incubated!on!ice!for!a!further!
15!mins.!The!tubes!were!then!spun!again!at!700M1500!rcf!at!4!oC!for!5!
mins.! Finally,! the! supernatant! was! discarded! and! each! pellet!
resuspended!in!4!ml!of!ice!cold!TBII.!!These!were!aliquoted!into!200!µl!




































































37! oC! per! T75! flask,! every! 2M3! days.! To! begin! the! passage,! media! was!
removed! and! 3! ml! ice! cold! Dulbecco’s! Phosphate! buffer! saline! (DPBS)!
(Gibco)! was! used! to! wash! the! cells! in! a! T75! flask.! Then,! the! cells! were!



























































a! UV! laser! and! emission! collected! between! 385! nm! and! 470! nm.! The!
alexafluor!488!antibodies!were!excited!at!488!nm!using!an!Argon!laser!and!














Primary(antibody( Manufacturer( Product(code( Concentration(used(
Rat!antiMHA!!! Sigma!Aldrich!! Clone3F10! 1:1000!
Rabbit!antiMαTubulin! Abcam! Ab15246! 1:100!
(
Table&2.3*3*&Secondary&antibodies&used&in&immunolabelling&

































cold! DPBS,! then! 300! µl! of! NP40! cell! lysis! buffer! (table! 2.4M1)! containing!
cOmplete! mini! protease! inhibitor! (Roche)! and! PhosStop! phosphatase!
inhibitors!(Roche)!was!added!to!each!well.!This!was!then!incubated!at!4!oC!
on! a! rotator! plate! for! 30! mins! before! cell! lysates! were! transferred! into!
microcentrifuge! tubes! and! spun! at! 11700x! g! rcf! at! 4! oC! for! 20!mins.! The!
supernatant! containing! the! cellular! proteins! was! then! added! to! equal!
amounts! of! 2x! Lammli! buffer! (table! 2.4M2)! with! 20%! DTT! and! boiled! for!







































































Mass! spectrometry! was! performed! on! protein! samples! that! were! pulled!
down!using!streptavidin!beads!as!described!in!section!2.4.3.!After!incubation!













were! then! placed! into! low! bind! tubes! and! destained! with! 1! ml! of! 30%!






the! dark! for! 30! mins! before! another! 15! mins! wash! with! TEAB! buffer!
containing! 50%!ACN.! Following! another! 15!mins!wash!with! 50!mM!TEAB!
buffer,!gel!slices!were!cut! into!approximately!1x1!mm!pieces!and!washed!
again!with!50!mM!TEAB!buffer!containing!50%!ACN.!After!the!final!15!mins!
wash! step! using! 1! ml! of! 100%! acetonitrile,! samples! were! placed! into! a!
SpeedVac! concentrator! for!30!mins,! then!handed!over! to! the!Proteomics!







at! 100! V! for! 60!mins! in! transfer! buffer! (Table! 2.4M6).! Ponceau! S! staining!
solution! (Table!2.4M7)!was! then!used!to!reversibly!stain! the!membrane!to!




primary! antibody! (Ab).! Incubation! of! primary! antibody! occurs! at! 4! oC!
overnight!on!a!rotator!plate.!After!this,!membranes!were!washed!again!with!



































Primary(antibody( Manufacturer( Product(code( Concentration(used(
Rat!antiMHA!!! Sigma!Aldrich!! Clone3F10! 1:1000!
Rabbit!antiMWWP2C! Abcam! Ab60130! 1!µg/ml!







Mouse!antiMSmad7! R&D!Systems! MAB2029! 1!µg/ml!
Mouse!antiMFlag! Sigma!Aldrich! F3165! 1:10000!








AntiMRat! Sigma!Aldrich! A5795! 1:100000!
AntiMRabbit! Sigma!Aldrich! A0545! 1:100000!





this!was! added! into!each!well.! The!plates!were! then!placed!onto!a!plate!
rotator!and!agitated!at!4!oC!for!30!mins.!The!wells!containing!the!samples!
were! then! scraped! to! remove! any! remaining! cells! which! were! then!
transferred! into!microcentrifuge! tubes! to! be! spun! at! 4! oC! for! 20!mins! at!
11700x!g!rcf.!To!a!96!well!reading!plate,!20!µl!of!each!sample!were!added!to!
its!corresponding!well! followed!by!100!µl!of!Luciferase!or!βMgalactosidase!
reporter! substrates! (Promega)! which! were! added! according! to!




The!standard!error!was!used! to!work!out!error!bars! shown!and! the! twoM
tailed,!paired!TMtest!was!used!to!work!out! the!significance!of! results!with!
*P=!<0.05,!**P=<0.005!and!***P=<0.001.!Normal!distribution!of!results!was!









At! 80M90%! cell! confluence,! total! RNA! isolation! was! performed! using! the!
Promega!Total!RNA!Isolation!System.!Manufacture’s!protocol!was!followed!
to! obtain! RNA! samples! which! were! then! measured! using! the! NanoDrop!









































SemiMquantitative! RTMPCR!was! performed! using! the! Promega!GoTaq! Flexi!
DNA! Polymerase.! All! standard! protocols! were! followed! using! the!
components!listed!in!table!2.5M4!and!PCR!settings!in!table!2.5M5!and!2.5M6.!
GAPDH!was!used!as!the!housekeeping!gene!of!choice!to!normalise!amount!















Step( Temperature( Time( Cycles(
Initial!Denaturation! 95!oC! 2!mins! 1!





Final!Extension! 72!oC!! 5!mins! 1!
































































18S!and!UBC!were! the!most! suitable! for! the! range!of!cDNA!samples! that!
were! to! be! analysed.! Standard! Taqman! protocols! provided! by! Primer!
Designs!were! followed!using! components! shown! in! table! 2.5M9! and! cycle!
information! in! table! 2.5M11.! All! Taqman! primers! used! are! shown! in!
table! 2.5M10.! Taqman! qPCR! reactions! were! carried! out! in! 96! well! plates!
provided! by! Applied! Biosystems,! in! the! ABI! PRISM! 7500! PCR! system.! In!
addition!to!performing!qPCR!analysis!on!cDNA!samples!obtained!from!selfM
cultured! cells,! the! Origene! TissueScan!Melanoma! cDNA! array! II! was! also!







	 CT(Sample'of'interest)U	 CT(baseline'sample)=	 	 CT'
Fold'change=2^U	 	 CT'
'
Note! that! CT! values! of! over! 35! were! disregarded! and! the! statistical!




























Step( Temperature( Time( Cycles(
Activation! 95!oC! 2!mins! 1!














These!domains! recognize! a!plethora!of! PPXY!motifs!which! are!present! in!
naturally!occurring!proteins! including!many!signalling!mediators.!The!high!
specificity! in! target! binding! allows! the! ubiquitination! of! proteins! and!
subsequently!controls!the!fate!of!the!protein.!WWP2!has!most!commonly!
been!linked!to!facilitating!the!proteasomal!degradation!of!target!proteins,!
therefore! uncovering! WWP2! WW! domain! binding! partners! will! reveal!









SmadM3! dependent! TGF!! gene! expression! using! recombinant! WW!
constructs! that!were! cloned! into!mammalian! expression! plasmids.! These!







WW1! recognition! domain! binds! preferentially! to! Smad2/3! whilst! WW4!
domain! binds! to! Smad7! (Soond! and! Chantry,! 2011).! With! the! new!







create! peptide! inhibitors! containing! the! minimal! WW! domain! sequence!
required!to!competitively!bind!to!Smads!and!lower!functional!WWP2MSmad!
binding! and! subsequent! degradation! of! Smad! mediators.! It! was!
hypothesized! that! a! WW! domain! peptide! with! the! ability! to! bind! to!




in! advanced! stages! of! oncogenesis! and! therefore! work! as! a! tumour!
suppressant.!However,!emerging!NMR!studies!at! the! time!suggested! that!







of!other!proteins!present! in! cell! lysates! transfected!with! the!WWP2!WW!
domains!and!the!possible!effects!of!TGF!!on!these!interactions.!The!results!
from! these! experiments! may! highlight! specific! oncogenes! or! tumourM
suppressors!previously!unrelated!to!WWP2,!that!may!be!key!to!the!role!of!
WWP2!in!TGF!Mdependent!oncogenesis.!For!this!reason,!quantitative!mass!
spectrometry! was! used! to! identify! proteins! associated! with! transfected!
WWP2!WW!tandem!domains.!To!do!this,!a!streptavidin!tag!was!first!cloned!
onto!the!WW!tandem!construct,!then!used!in!StrepMTactin!purification.!Cells!
were! then! harvested! using! the! standard! mass! spectrometry! protein!










full! length! WWP2! with! truncated! isoforms! containing! different!
combinations!of!these!domains.!To!test!the!Smad3Mdependent!TGF!!gene!
expression!of!different!WW!domains,!tandem!constructs!and!individual!WW!
constructs! were! generated! by! cloning! the! corresponding! domains! into!
pRK5MHA! vectors.! These! constructs! were! then! coMtransfected! into!
mammalian! cancerous! and! nonMcancerous! cells! at! 600! ng/ml! along! with!
200! ng! of! pMCAGAC12Mluc! Smad3! reporter! vector! and! 50! ng! of!
pRSVM!Mgalactosidase! construct! for! normalization.! Cell! lysates! were!
harvested! 3! days! post! transfection! following! standard! harvest! protocols!
provided!in!section!2.4.2!and!finally,!the!luciferase!assays!were!performed!
according!to!standard!protocol!described!in!section!2.4.7.!Fold!changes!were!
calculated! using! results! from! the! empty! pRK5MHA! vector.! The! reading!
corresponds!to!the!levels!of!Luciferin!which!is!the!result!of!Smad3!binding!to!









pRK5MHA! plasmid! including! WW1M2,! WW2M3,! WW3M4,! and! WW1M4.! The!
expression!of!these!peptides!along!with!a!Smad7!construct,!an!inhibitor!of!
Smad3Mdependent! gene! expression,!were! verified! by! performing!western!




correct! size.! The! constructs! were! then! coMtransfected! into! HEK293A! and!
A375! cells! with! pMCAGAC12Mluc! Smad! reporter! vector! and!
pRSVM!Mgalactosidase!construct.!The!effects!of!TGF!!was!also!tested!in!the!
same!experiment!with!an!18!hr!TGF!!stimulation!to!investigate!its!effects!on!
transfected! tandem! constructs! and! Smad3Mdependent! TGF!! gene!





Figure& 3.2.1*& & Protein& expression& of&WWP2&WW& tandem& domains& and& Smad7& in& HEK293A& cells.'
Western'blot'analysis'using'primary'antiUHA'and'antiUSmad7'antibodies'to'detect'WWP2UFL,'WW1U2,'
























































































The! 15Mfold! increase! induced! by!WW3M4! transfection! (p=! ≤0.01)! suggests!
that! this! tandem! domain! causes! a! massive! increase! in! levels! of! Smad3!
present! in! the! cells.! However,! in! TGF!! stimulated! cells,! the! increase! in!
Smad3Mdependent! TGF!! gene! expression! caused! by! overexpression! of!
WW3M4!was!found!to!be!insignificant.!!Furthermore,!it!is!also!notable!that!
TGF!! seem!to!decrease!Smad3Mdependent!promoter!activity!across!all! six!
samples! (FL! p=! ≤0.001,! WW1M2! p=! ≤0.01,! WW2M3! p=! ≤0.001,! WW1M4!
p=!≤0.001,!Smad7!p=!≤0.001).!
!
Figure& 3.2.2*& The& effects& of& TGF!& on& Smad3*dependent& gene& expression& of&WWP2&WW& tandem&
domain& transfected& HEK293A.' The' WWP2UFL' construct,' Smad7' and' other' WWP2' WW' tandem'
domains'were'transfected'into'HEK293A'cells'along'with'the'pUCAGAC12Uluc'reporter'vector.'A)'shows'
results' from' cells' that'were' unstimulated'whilst' B)' shows' results' from' cells' stimulated'with' TGF!'
overnight.'The' fold'change' in' luciferase'activity'was'calculated' relative' to' the'basal'activity'of' the'
empty' vector.' Results' highlighted' the' increase' in' Smad3Udependent' gene' expression' in' WW3U4'









positive! (p=! ≤0.05)! and! negative! (p=! ≤0.01)! environments! however,! the!
increase!is!only!at!2.5Mfold!in!comparison!to!the!15Mfold!shown!in!HEK293A!
control!cells.!A!major!difference!shown!between!HEK293A!and!A375!cells!is!
























These! domains! individually! are! 4! kDa,! 4.1! kDa,! 3.9! kDa! and! 3.9! kDa!
respectively,! therefore! were! too! small! to! be! detected! using! standard!
western!blotting!protocols.!To!confirm!its!protein!expression,!dot!blots!using!
primary! antiMHA! antibodies! were! consequently! performed! (Shown! in!
fig!3.2.4).!These!constructs!were!coMtransfected!into!HEK293A!and!A375!cells!
with!pMCAGAC12Mluc!vector!and!pRSVM!Mgalactosidase.!TGF!!stimulation!was!
also! performed! to! investigate! their! effects! on! cellular! Smad3! expression.!
Fig! 3.2.5! shows! that! in!HEK293A,! although! all! transfected! individual!WW!
domains! seem! to! increase! levels! of! Smad3! activity,! statistical! analysis!
showed! that! the! results! were! insignificant.! This! was! similar! in! cells!
stimulated!with!TGF!!with!the!exception!of!WW2!and!WW4!overexpression!






In! a! repeat! experiment! using! A375! cells! shown! in! fig! 3.2.6,! transfected!
individual!WW!domains!all!appear!to!have!no!significant!effect!on!the!level!
of!Smad3!gene!expression!except!for!the!overexpression!of!WW1!(p=!≤0.01),!
which! caused! a! near! 5Mfold! increase! in! nonMstimulated! cells! and! WW2!


























domain& transfected&HEK293A.' The' individual'WW'domains'were' cloned' into'pRK5UHA'vector,' and'




















in! Smad3! activity! reflected! by! the! 15Mfold! increase! in! HEK293A! cells.! To!
investigate!the!role!of!WW3!and!WW4!in!the!dramatic!increase!in!luciferase!
reading,! the! following! combinations! of!WW3! and!WW4! constructs! were!
transfected! into! A375! cells!with! results! compared! using! luciferase! assay;!
WW3!only,!WW4!only,!WW3! and!WW4! coMtransfection,! and! the! original!
WW3M4.! Luciferase! results!were! normalized! to!!Mgalactosidase! levels! and!
fold! changes! were! calculated! against! blank! pRK5MHA! plasmid! readings.!
Fig!3.2.7!suggests!that!in!the!absence!of!TGF!,!WW3M4!produced!the!highest!
luciferase!reading!(p=!≤0.05),!whilst! in!the!presence!of!TGF!,!WW4!alone!
caused! the!highest! levels! of! Smad3!activity! (p=!≤0.01).! In! nonMstimulated!
cells,!WW4,!WW3+WW4!and!Smad7!showed!no!significant!difference!whilst!
in! TGF!! stimulated! cells,( although! WW4! produced! the! most! significant!









stimulated' and' unstimulated' by' TGF!,' B)' and' A),' respectively.' Results' were' normalized' using'
!Ugalactosidase' and' fold' change' was' calculated' to' basal' activity' of' empty' pRK5UHA' vector.' In'





The! WWP2! protein! contains! the! C2! lipid! binding! domain,! four! WW!
recognition! domains! and! a! catalytic! HECT! domain.! The! WW3M4! tandem!
domain!is!a!73!AA!region!of!WWP2.!To!understand!the!localization!of!this!
construct!would!help!clarify!the!mechanism!of!function!and!could!explain!
results! shown! in! the!Smad3Mdependent!TGF!! luciferase!activity!discussed!
previously.! Due! to! the! lack! of! other! functional! domains! in! the! WW3M4!
recombinant!construct,!namely!the!C2!and!HECT!domain,!this!study!may!also!







ARPEM19! cells! transfected! with! HAMtagged!WW3M4! were! labelled! with! an!
antiMHA!antibody!and!a!secondary!Alexa!fluor!488!antibody.!These!cells!are!
commonly!used!in!fluorescence!microscopy!as!they!grow!in!a!flat!monolayer!
making! it!easier! for!analysis! (Dunn!et'al,! 1996).! Interestingly!as! shown! in!
fig!3.2.8,!the!HAMtagged!peptide,!is!only!present!in!the!nucleus,!and!is!absent!
from!the!membrane!and!cytoplasm.!!The!potent!nuclear!translocation!event!
demonstrated!suggests! the!presence!of!a!nuclear! localization!signal! (NLS)!
within! the!WW3M4!peptide,! but!may! also! be! due! to! the! lack! of! potential!
nuclear!export!signals!(NES)!that!may!be!present!in!regions!absent!from!the!
































normalization.! The! investigation! into! this! binding! may! provide! an!
explanation! for! the! effects! these! transfected! domains! had! on! the!
Smad3Mdependent!TGF!!activity!in!previous!luciferase!assays.!
!
Results! from! four! different! western! blots! using! Smad2,! 3,! 7! and! !Mactin!
antibodies!were!collated!and!displayed!in!fig!3.2.9.!Firstly,!the!result!from!
Smad2!antibody!probing! suggests! that! the! levels!of! Smad2!are!higher!on!
transfection!with!WW3M4!in!comparison!to!WW1M2,!2M3!and!1M4,!although!
Smad2!was!present! in!all! four!samples.!This!may! indicate!that!Smad2!has!





the! WW1M2! transfected! HEK293A! lysates.! The! highest! levels! of! Smad7!
detected! in!the!AntiMSmad7!western!blot!was! in!WW3M4!transfected!cells.!
Interestingly,!although!Smad7!was!detected!in!all!protein!samples,!WW2M3!
seem! to! contain! the! least! amount! of! Smad7.! The! high! levels! of! Smad7!








highest' levels' of' Smad2' and' Smad7' detected' was' due' to' the' overexpression' of' WW3U4.' Lysates'
transfected'with'Smad'2'(52'kDa),'3'(48'kDa)'and'7'(46'kDa)'constructs'were'used'as'positive'controls'






































TGF!! activity! as! shown! in! fig! 3.2.2,! quantitative! mass! spectrometry! was!
carried!out!by!the!John!Innes!Proteomics!facility!on!pull!downs!of!HEK293A!
cells! transfected! with! the! streptavidin! and! HA! tagged! WWP2! WW3M4!




















experiment.' A' streptavidin' tag' was' cloned' onto' WW3U4' pRK5UHA' constructs.' The' expression' of'
WW3U4'pRK5UHAUstrep'is'shown'here'from'lysates'pulled'using'strepUtactin'beads'on'a'western'blot'
using'antiUHA'antibodies.'(Experimental'replicate'n=1)'
The! transfection! of! HEK293A! cells! with! the! WWP2! WW3M4! construct,!
subsequent!TGF!!stimulation!and!pull!down!was!then!repeated!on!a!larger!
scale.!These!lysates!were!then!processed!in!preparation!of!trypsin!digestion!






















Comparing! the! protein! levels! in!WW3M4! transfected! cells! between! TGF!!
stimulated!and!nonMstimulated!cells!highlights! the!effects!of!TGF!! on! the!
expression! of! associated! proteins.! Results! from! the! mass! spectrometry!
suggests! that! the! largest! TGF!Mdependent! increase! in! protein! interaction!




9! and! light! polypeptide! 6! were! detected! in! the! pull! down! samples! and!
showed!an!increase!in!levels!by!1.9,!1.6!and!1.58Mfold,!respectively.!Levels!of!
other!associated!proteins!including!Fusion!(FUS)!protein!(1.7Mfold!increase!
detected),! Keratin! (1.6Mfold! increase),! Methylcrotonyl! CoA! carboxylase!
(1.5Mfold! increase),! Nucleolin! (1.5Mfold! increase)! and! Chaperonin! (1.4Mfold!
increase)! also! displayed! an! increase! in! binding! in! response! of! TGF!!
stimulation.! However,! together! with! the! knowledge! that! Keratin! is! a!




La! protein! interaction!with!WW3M4! decreased! by! 30%! to! a! ratio! of! ~! 0.7!










WWP2! WW! domain! on! Smad3Mdependent! TGF!! gene! expression! was!
investigated!using!the!pMCAGAC12Mluc!construct! in! luciferase!assays!whilst!
the! binding! of! other! proteins! to! WW3M4! domain! was! explored! using!
quantitative! mass! spectrometry.! The! knowledge! gained! from! these!
experiments! combined! with! the! results! from! the! following! chapters!
highlighting! the! expression,! function! and! regulation! of! WWP2! isoforms!












assays! showed! that! WW3M4! transfected! HEK293A! cells! increased! Smad3!





Smad3,! ultimately! stabilizing! the! levels! of! intracellular! Smad3! activity!
































Figure& 3.3.1*& Suggested& mechanism& of& WW3*4/Smad& binding.' WWP2' WW3U4' binds' to' Smad3,'














































































To! investigate! the! increase! in!Smad3! levels! seen! in! cells! transfected!with!
WW3M4! and! identify! the! WW! domain(s)! responsible! for! the! increase! in!
Smad3Mdependent!gene!expression,!the!same!experiment!was!repeated!on!
A375! cells! transfected! with! WW3,! WW4! domains! individually,! WW3+4!
domains! coMtransfection! in! comparison! with! cells! transfected! with! the!
WW3M4! tandem! domain.! Comparing! these! results! should! allow! us! to!
pinpoint! the! key! WW! recognition! domain! that! was! responsible! for! the!




due! to! an! increase! in! luciferase! results! from! WW4! transfected! cells! in!
response!to!TGF!!stimulation,!but!rather!the!decrease!in!Smad3Mdependent!




tandem! domains,! Smad3! levels! are! stabilized.! However,! when! cells! are!
stimulated! with! TGF!,! Smads! become! phosphorylated! and! the! binding!
affinity!of!WW4!domain!within!WW3M4!shifts!to!favour!phosphoMSmad7!and!
therefore! acts! to! increase! Smad7! and! subsequent! Smad7Mdependent!
inhibition! of! Smad3! (Wahl,! 2016).! Ultimately,! results! from! the! Smad3M
! 83!
dependent!gene!expression!luciferase!study!suggests!that!after!investigating!
all! the! possible! combinations! of! WW3! and! WW4! domains,! the! WW3M4!




region),!we!can!speculate! that! the!6!aa! linker! region!between! these!WW!
domains!holds!some!importance!in!the!positive!effect!WWP2!WW3M4!has!on!
Smad3Mdepepent! gene! expression.! A! recent! study! has! highlighted! the!
importance!of!the!linker!region!between!WWP2!WW2!and!WW3!recognition!
domains! in! the! autoMinhibition! of!WWP2! by! the! phosphorylation! of! two!
tyrosine!residues!within!this!region!(Chen!et'al,!2017).!Although!the!linker!
region! between! WW2! and! WW3! is! 35! aa! longer! than! the! linker! region!
between!WW3! and!WW4! domains,! it! is! reasonable! to! surmise! that! the!
WW3M4!linker!region!has!a!role!to!play!in!the!increase!of!Smad3Mdependent!











the! highest,! with! NativeMSmad3/WW4! binding! next,! then! nativeM
Smad7/WW4!binding!third!(Wahl,!2016).!This!therefore!suggests!that!in!cells!
unstimulated!with!TGF!,!WW4!binds! to!nativeMSmad3!over!nativeMSmad7!
therefore! stabilizing! levels! of! Smad3! leading! to! the! increase! in! luciferase!
activity.!In!TGF!!stimulated!cells,!WW4!has!preferential!binding!to!phosphoM
Smad7! over! nativeMSmad3.! This! could! potentially! inhibit! the! process! of!
functional!E3!ligase!recruitment!such!as!NEDD4L!and!WWP2MFL!by!Smad7,!
! 84!
which! can! act! as! an! adapter! protein! to! consequently! send! Smad3! for!




Interestingly,!when! the!experiment!was! repeated! in!A375!melanoma! cell!
line,! the! effects! of! TGF!! on! Smad7!was! similar! to! that! of!HEK293A! cells.!




Smad2/3! (Soond! and! Chantry,! 2011)! which! suggests! that! here,! in!
unstimulated!A375s,!WW1!domain!binds!to!and!stabilizes!levels!of!Smad3!
reflected!by!the!near!5Mfold!increase!in!luciferase!activity.!In!a!study!by!Ganji!
et'al,! it!was! found! that!TATMfused!Smurf2!WW2/WW3!domain!constructs!
lead! to! an! intracellular! increase! in! levels! of! phosphoMSmad3! (Ganji! et' al,!
2015).!The!WW2!domain!of!Smurf2!spans!from!amino!acid!251M284!whilst!
WWP2!WW2! spans! amino! acid! 330M363.! Although! there! is! only! a! 36.4%!
sequence!similarity! in! these!two!33!amino!acid!domains! (shown!below! in!




Smurf2 WW2     PDLPEGYEQRTTQQGQVYFLHTQTGVSTWHDPRV 
WWP2   WW2     RPLPPGWEKRTDPRGRFYYVDHNTRTTTWQRPTA 





To!help! further!understand! results! from! the!WWP2!WW!tandem!domain!
luciferase! analysis,! western! blots! using! antiMSmad! antibodies! were!
performed!to!investigate!effects!transfected!WWP2!WW!tandem!domains!






with! the! binding! of! the! catalytically! functional!WWP2MFL! to! Smad7.! This!
subsequently! means! that! the! level! of! Smad7! ubiquitinMdependent!
degradation!is!lowered,!as!the!nonMfunctional!WW3M4!peptide!binds!to!and!
stabilizes! the! levels! of! Smad7.! Also! shown! in! the! western! blot! analysis,!




due! to! the!WW4! domain! rather! than! the!WW3! domain.! To! support! this!
finding,!data!from!another!study!has!suggested!that!Smad7!has!preferential!











expression! of! Smad2! is! the! highest! in! the!WW3M4! sample.! According! to!
Soond!et'al,!WW1!rather! than!WW3M4!has!preferential!binding! to!Smad2!
which! should!have! reflected! in! the!western!blot! study!by! the! increase! in!
Smad2! levels! in! the! WW1M2! sample,! not! WW3M4.! Therefore,! using! the!
information!gathered,!it!can!be!speculated!that!Smad2!may!bind!to!regions!








is! localized!exclusively! in!the!nucleus!and!not! in!the!cytoplasm!nor!at! the!
membrane! suggesting! that! the!WW3M4! peptide!was! transported! into! the!
nucleus!post!translation!in!the!cytoplasm.!There!are!currently!no!known!NLS!
signals! found! in! the!WW!domains! (Sudol!et'al,!2001),!suggesting!that! the!
WW3M4! peptides! were! chaperoned! into! the! nucleus! by! associating! with!








effectively! blocking! the! binding! of! functional! WWP2,! Smad7! is! not!
ubiquitinated!and!therefore!stays!in!the!nucleus,!whilst!bound!to!WW3M4,!
hence! the! exclusive! nuclear! localization! of! WW3M4! seen! in! the!
immunolabelling! study.! Moreover,! the! absence! of! a! functional! C2! lipid!
binding! domain! in! the! WW3M4! peptide! further! supports! the! lack! of!
membrane! localization! of! the! WW3M4! peptide.! In! addition,! the! WW3M4!




HECT! domain! resulted! in! increased! nuclear! accumulation,! therefore!
providing! further! evidence! to! suggest! that! the!WWP2!HECT!domain!may!
contain! a! potent! NES! (Zhu! et' al,! 2017).! Using! netNES,! the! amino! acid!
sequence!of!WWP2!HECT!domain!was!probed!for!potential!NES!sequences.!
The! software! combines! the! Artificial! neural! network! and!Hidden!Markov!



























an! important! role! in! transcriptional! gene! regulation.! Studies! have! shown!
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the! misMregulation! and! overexpression! of! certain! genes! ultimately!
contributing!to!different!disease!formations!including!tumour!development!






might! therefore! represent! the! mechanism! which! causes! the! lowering! of!
uH2A! levels! via! binding! to! WW3M4! domain! of! the! catalytically! inactive!
WWP2M∆HECT!during!the!event!of!TGF!Mdependent!apoptosis.!!
!
Whilst! uH2A! is! most! frequently! associated! with! gene! repression,!
ubiquitinated! H2B! (uH2B)! is! most! often! correlated! with! transcription!
activation.!Although!no!specific!binding!between!WWP2!and!H2B!has!yet!
been!found,!RNF20!is!an!E3!ubiquitin!ligase!that!has!been!shown!to!interact!
with!H2B.! Evidence! from!a!RNF20!depletion! study! found! that! the! lack!of!
RNF20Mdependent!monoMubiquitination!of!H2B!lead!to!the!increase!in!levels!
















act!as!a! tumour! suppressor! in! squamous!cell! carcinomas! (SCC),! similar! to!
Smad7!which!can!also!act!as!a! tumour! suppressor!by! inhibiting! the!TGF!!




WW3M4! and! MYH9! might! reflect! a! mechanism! by! which! this! tumour!
suppressor!is!degraded!as!part!of!its!normal!life!cycle!via!binding!to!WW3M4!
domain! of! the! functional! WWP2MFL! in! nonMcancerous! HEK293A! cells.!
However,! upon!TGF!! stimulation!which!has!been! shown! to!possess!both!
tumourMsuppressive! and! oncogenic! properties! and! the! ability! to! increase!
EMT! potential,! WWP2MFL! binding! of! MYH9! via! the! WW3M4! domain! is!




to!have! increased! in! association! to!WWP2!WW3M4!by!1.7Mfold!post! TGF!!
stimulation.!This!protein!is!known!to!be!implicated!in!many!RNA!regulatory!
process!such!as!transcription,!transport!and!translation.!More!interestingly,!
it! has! been! suggested! that! FUS! plays! an! important! role! in! RNA! splicing!
(LagierMTourenne! et' al,! 2010).! The! increase! in! FUS! protein! found! as! a!
response!to!TGF!!might!therefore!imply!that!TGF!!stimulation!increases!the!
production!of!truncated!protein!isoforms!that!result!from!alternate!splicing!





Another! protein! found! to! have! increased! interaction!with!WW3M4! in! the!
presence!of! TGF!!was!Nucleolin,! a!protein! involved! in! transcription,!RNA!
assembly! and! modification! in! the! nucleolus! (Ginisty! et' al,! 1999).! More!
recently,!Nucleolin!was!found!to!be!able!to!translocate!from!the!nucleolus!
to! the!membrane!of!endothelial! cells,!a!process! that!negatively! regulates!
angiogenesis.! Intriguingly,! MYH9,! a! protein! also! detected! in! our! mass!




negatively! regulating! angiogenesis! through! the! increase! of! Nucleolin.! To!
further!highlight!the!antiMoncogenic!role!of!TGF!,!studies!have!found!that!
Nucleolin! directly! binds! to! Mdm2,! an! E3! ubiquitin! ligase,! to! inhibit! the!
ubiquitinMdependent!proteasomal!degradation!of!p53!(Saxena!et'al,!2006).!




WW3M4! domain! within! the! nonMfunctional! WWP2M∆HECT! isoform.! If! the!
results! reflect! the! TGF!Mdependent! increase! in! Nucleolin! bound! to! the!




the! stimulation! of! TGF!! is! Chaperonin,! for!which!we! detected! a! 1.4Mfold!
increase! compared! to! the! negative! control.! Chaperonin! is! a! protein!
responsible! for! the! ATPMdependent! folding! of! proteins! from! their! basic!
primary! structure! (Spiess! et' al,! 2004).! The! proteasomal! degradation! of!
chaperoninMcontaining!tMcomplex!polypeptide!1!(CTT)!has!been!suggested!to!
be! a! ubiquitinMdependent! process! following! a! study! showing! a! marked!
increase!in!levels!of!CTT!in!a!mutant!cell!line!expressing!nonMfunctional!E1!
ubiquitin! activating! enzyme! (Yokota! et' al,! 2000).! The! presence! of!
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by! Sommer!et' al,! it!was! found! that! the! La! protein! is! a! potent! oncogene!
possessing! the! ability! to! increase! cell! growth,! migration! and! invasion! in!
metastatic!hypopharyngeal!squamous!cell!sarcoma!(Sommer!et'al,!2011).!In!
a! separate! study,! evidence! was! provided! suggesting! that! the! oncogenic!







WWP2!WW3M4! following! TGF!! stimulation.! This! protein,! encoded! by! the!
YWHAE! gene,! has! a! wide! range! of! binding! partners! which! allows! the!
mediation!of!a!many!cellular!process!including!regulation!of!cell!cycle,!signal!
transduction!and!cell!death!(Fu!et'al,!2000).!Recent!studies!have!shown!the!




favourable! to! oncogenesis.!Ultimately,! the! evidence! provided! above!may!
support!the!dual!role!TGF!!has! in!oncogenesis,!however,!without!further,!
more! specific! experiments! targeting! the! effects! of! TGF!! on! the! proteins!



















Ubiquitination! is! involved! in! many! biological! regulatory! activities,! most!
known!is!its!role!in!protein!degradation.!The!E3!ubiquitin!ligase!is!an!integral!
part! of! the! process! due! to! its! involvement! in! the! recognition! of! target!
substrates!and!the! facilitation!of!ubiquitin! transfer! from!the!E2!ubiquitinM




ubiquitin! ligases! can! produce! truncated! variants! known! as! isoforms.!
Generation! of! these! isoforms! commonly! result! from! alternate! splicing!
events! including! intron! retention! and! splicing! at! alternative! splice! sites!




range! of! protein! functions! thus! increasing! the! diversity! of! a! protein.! An!






and!prostate! cancer! cell! lines! suggest! that! this! isoform! is! not! involved! in!
oncogenesis!(Chen!et'al,!2007).!
!
WWP2! is! amongst! 8! other! NEDD4! proteins! and! currently! 3! established!
isoforms! are! known;!WWP2MFL! (fullMlength),! and! two! truncated! versions,!
WWP2MN!and!WWP2MC.!The!fullMlength!isoform!contains!the!NMterminal!C2!
lipid! binding! domain,!WW! 1M4! substrate! recognition! domains! and! the! CM
terminal!catalytic!HECT!domain.!The!CMterminal!isoform,!WWP2MC!comprises!
of! the!WW4! and! HECT! domain,! whilst! the! NMterminal! isoform,!WWP2MN!
!! 95!
contains!only!the!NMterminal!C2!and!WW1!domain.!The!transcription!of!the!
WWP2MC! isoform! is! likely! the!product!of! the!putative!promoter!P2!within!




The! different! combinations! of!WW! recognition! domains! present! in! these!
WWP2! isoforms! suggest! different! preferred! interactions! between! target!
substrate!molecules.!Due!to!the!interactions!between!WWP2!isoforms!and!
Smad!mediators,! the! role! of!WWP2! in! TGF!Mdependent! oncogenesis! is! a!




result! in! very! different! outcomes.! Previous! studies! on! WWP2MN! and!




This! means! that! during! the! later! stages! of! tumorigenesis,! when! TGF!!
switches! from! having! tumour! suppressant! properties! to! becoming! an!
oncogenic!factor,!WWP2MC!could!potentially!bind!to!and!block!the!natural!












WWP2! gene! after! nuclear! translocation.! The! resulting! change! in! WWP2!
isoform! levels! could! then!affect!Smad!activity!via!binding! through!WWP2!
WW!recognition!domains!as!a!feedback!response.!Ultimately,!this!change!in!
Smad! activity! resulting! from! WWP2! binding! will! alter! levels! of! TGF!M
dependent! molecular! processes! such! as! EMT,! represented! in! a! simple!
diagram! in! fig! 4.1.1.! Studying! the! levels! of!WWP2! isoforms! under! TGF!!
stimulation!will!therefore!allow!a!deeper!understanding!of!not!only!the!role!





of! cells! by! promoting! processes! such! as! cell! migration! and! invasion!
(Rothhammer! et' al,! 2007).! Although! binding! between! BMP! mediators!
Smad1,!4,!5,!6,!8!and!WWP2!has!not!yet!been!identified,!the!effect!of!BMP!
stimulation!on!WWP2!isoform!expression!could!suggest!BMP!mediators!as!















isoforms'mediating' proteasomal' degradation' of' Smads.' The' change' in' Smad' activity' then' affects'
TGF!U'related'oncogenic'gene'transcription.'Similarly,'BMP'stimulation'can'alter'levels'of'WWP2'gene'
transcription' via' BMP' Smad'mediators,' however,'WWP2' is' not' yet' known' to' bind' to' BMP' Smads'
therefore'suggesting'that'the'altered'WWP2'levels'will'affect'TGF!Udependent'Smad2,'3,'7'oncogenic'
processes'rather'than'BMP'Smad1,'4,'5,'6,'and'8'related'oncogenic'processes.'''
In! this! chapter,! novel! isoforms! unseen! from! current! literature! were!
predicted!and!validated!using!a!range!of!different!experiments!to!investigate!
the! levels! of! novel! and! existing! WWP2! isoforms! present! in! an! array! of!
melanoma! cell! lines! and! patient! samples.! Investigating! the! expression! of!
these! isoforms! and! the! potential! effects! TGF!! and! BMP! have! on!WWP2!
could! increase! the!understanding!of! their! roles! in!melanoma!growth!and!
progression.! In! a! collaboration! with! the! Nieto! lab! at! the! Institute! of!
Neuroscience!Alicante,!the!expression!of!WWP2!isoforms!in!epithelial!and!
mesenchymal! cells!were! explored.! Due! to! the! potential! ability! of!WWP2!
isoforms! in!modifying!effects!of! the!TGF!! pathway! via! Smad!binding,!we!






























There! are! three! recognized!WWP2! isoforms! that! are! well! established! in!




contains! the! C2! domain! highlighted! in! pink,! and! the! WW1! domain!





protein! (Glutamic!acid!circled! in!purple).!This! suggests! that! the!C! isoform!
contains! that! WW4! domain! highlighted! in! red! and! the! complete! HECT!
catalytic!domain!highlighted!in!green.!!
!
Using! a! WWP2MC! terminal! antibody! (which! targets! a! 14M22! amino! acid!
sequence!around!the!C!terminal!region!of!WW4!and!the!subsequent!linker!
region)! and! a!N! terminal! specific! antibody! that! probes! a! region!between!
residue!200!and!250!(corresponding!to!the!linker!region!between!the!C2!and!
WW1! domain)! in! western! blotting,! bands! corresponding! to! these!
established! isoforms! were! identified! at! the! correct! sizes! (as! shown! in!
fig! 4.2.1! below).! In! addition! to! these! bands,! bands! of! a! lower!molecular!
weight!were!also!highlighted!suggesting!either!the!presence!of!breakdown!
fragments!or!the!expression!of!other!potential!truncated!isoforms.!Shown!
in! fig!4.2.1A!a!western!blot!using!WWP2MC! terminal! specific!antibodies,!a!















The! UCSC! genome! browser! was! used! to! detect! any! EST! transcripts! that!























































browser,!we!were!able! to! find!an!EST! transcript! that!began! in! intron!3/4!
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the!WWP2!gene! locus! in! fig!4.2.6)! that!recognize!unique!regions!of! these!
predicted!isoforms!to!probe!for!the!transcript!expression!of!WWP2G∆HECT!
and!WWP2GNG∆C2.!Results!in!fig!4.2.5!confirm!the!presence!of!these!novel!
isoforms! at! the! correct! predicted! size.! Interestingly,! the! effects! of! TGF!!
stimulation!in!A375!using!RTGPCR!differ!from!the!original!western!blot!results!
of!HEK293A!cells! shown! in! fig!4.2.1.!The!difference! in!band! intensity!was!
measured! using! Image! J! and! showed! that! whilst! TGF!! seem! to! induce!
expression!of!∆HECT!in!the!HEK293A!western!blot,!the!reverse!was!observed!
in!RTGPCR!of!the!A375!melanoma!cell!line!as!the!control!sample!showed!73%!
density! compared! to! the! TGF!! stimulated! samples! at! 27%! density.! The!
difference!of!isoform!expression!between!cancerous!and!nonGcancerous!cell!




nonGcancerous!cell! lines.! Following! the!validation!of! these!novel! isoforms!
using!RTGPCR,!specific!cloning!PCR!primers!were!designed!and!used!to!clone!
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never! confirmed! (Choi! et! al,! 2015).! Due! to! its! similarities!with! predicted!
NG∆C2!isoform,!we!decided!to!test!the!mRNA!expression!in!a!few!of!the!cell!
lines!used!previously,!and!compare!the!effects!of!TGF!!and!BMP!stimulation.!
Unfortunately,! when! run! on! 1%! agarose! gels! (fig! 4.2.9),! the! products!
produced! smears! that! prevented! any! accurate! observations! to! be!made.!
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To! investigate! the! expression! of! WWP2! isoforms! at! the! RNA! level,! a!
combination!of!RTGPCRs!and!qPCRs!were!performed!using!mRNA!extracted!
from! melanoma! cells! stimulated! with! either! TGF!1! or! BMP4.! This! was!
converted! into! cDNA! using! GoScript! PCR! (Promega)! then! combined!with!
WWP2!isoformGspecific!primers!in!a!GoTaq!reaction!(Promega)!to!produce!
results! showing! the! expression! of! WWP2! isoforms.! Levels! of! mRNA!
expression!were!normalized!using!the!GAPDH!housekeeping!gene!in!RTGPCR.!
The!combination!of!18S!and!UBC!reference!genes!were!used!in!qPCR!after!
performing!geNORM!qPCR!on!a! range!of! samples! to!determine! the!most!





showing! the!presence!or!absence!of! certain! isoforms!and!can!provide!an!
approximate!idea!of!the!levels!of!expression!in!different!cell!lines.!RTGPCRs!
were!originally!performed!on!nine!cell!lines!of!which!three,!showed!WWP2GC!
expression.! A375! was! chosen! as! the! model! cell! line! due! to! the! high!
expression! of!WWP2GC! and!was! used! in! followGup! experiments! including!
TGF!!and!BMP!timeGcourse!stimulations!and!qPCR!analysis!(fig!4.2.13!and!




stimulated! cells! under! UV! lights.! ! The!WWP2GC! expression! in!M229! cells!
(shown!in!fig!4.2.10D)!however,!seems!to!be!induced!by!BMP!stimulation.!






without! further! experiments,!we! are! unable! to! predict! the! effects! of! the!
change!in!isoform!levels!to!their!function!as!it!is!not!yet!clear!whether!the!












































































Shown! in! fig! 4.2.11! are! images! of! RTGPCRs! of! the! remaining! six! different!
melanoma!cell!lines!ran!on!1%!agarose!gels.!!The!levels!of!WWP2GFL!were!
relatively!unaffected!by!TGF!!and!BMP!stimulation!in!all!the!melanoma!cell!
lines! tested! except! for! in! MEL501! (fig! 4.2.11f)! where! TGF!! stimulation!
seemed! to! decrease! the! expression! of! FL! by! 47%! in! band! density! when!






detected! in! unstimulated! cells! however,! increase! in! expression! was!
highlighted!by!a!45%!band!density!increase!with!TGF!!stimulation!and!40%!
increase!with! BMP! stimulation.!WWP2GC,! an! isoform! containing! only! the!
WW4!recognition!domain!and!the!HECT!catalytic!domain,!was!predicted!to!
be!oncogenic!due!to!its!potential!in!binding!and!subsequent!degradation!of!
the! Smad7! inhibitor! in! TGF!Gmediated! oncogenesis.! Interestingly,! this!





















isoforms!when! stimulated!with! TGF!! and! BMP! compared! to! non;stimulated! cells! in! A)! A2058,! B)!







































































































as! it! showed! the! highest! levels! of! the! proposed! oncogene! WWP2GC!
expression! and! also! due! to! the! interesting! pattern! of! isoform! expression!
when!subjected!to!TGF!!and!BMP!stimulation.!Whilst!RTGPCR! lacks! in!the!
quantitative! aspect,! qPCR! although! fully! quantitative,! probes! for! target!












the!primer! site! and! the!beginning!of! predicted!∆HECT!and! therefore! it! is!






























RTGPCR.!Due! to! the! semiGquantitative!nature!of!RTGPCR!which! could!be! a!
result!of!limited!dNTPs,!primers!or!other!essential!reaction!components,!we!









response! to! TGF!! stimulation.! !When! directly! comparing! effects! of! TGF!!
stimulation,! the!decrease!shown!by!WWP2GC! from!0!hr! to!1!hr!showed!a!
pGvalue! of! p=! ≤0.05.! Interestingly! in! unstimulated! cells,! there! is! 5Gfold! of!
∆HECT! detected! by! the! ∆HECT! 9/10! probe! compared!with! FL! (p=! ≤0.05).!







whilst!WWP2GC! decreased! by! 16%! and!WWP2G∆HECT! showed! a! negative!




(p=! ≤0.05).! Interestingly,! the! negative! effects! of! BMP! are! much! more!


















As! a! nonGmelanoma,! epithelial! cell! comparison,! MCFG7! was! used! in! the!
























The! increased! expression! levels! of! various!WWP2! isoforms! in!melanoma!
highlighted! in! established! research! has! led! to! the! hypothesis! that! this!
ubiquitin! ligase! may! be! involved! with! TGF!Gdependent! oncogenesis! in!
melanoma!(Soond!et!al,!2013).!In!the!previous!section,!the!effects!of!TGF!!
and! BMP! on! expression! of!WWP2! isoforms! was! investigated! in! multiple!
melanoma!cell!lines.!Due!to!the!proposed!oncogenic!role!TGF!!has!in!cancer,!
it!can!be!suggested!that!TGF!!stimulation!in!our!studies!mimics!the!role!it!
plays! in! favouring! oncogenesis.! However,! the! use! of!melanoma! cell! lines!
does! not! provide! information! about! WWP2! expression! pattern! during!
different!stages!of!cancer!progression.!It!is!for!this!reason!that!results!in!this!
section! focus! on! the! expression! of! WWP2! isoforms! in! different! disease!
stages!of!melanoma.!To!pinpoint!the!levels!of!WWP2!isoforms!in!different!
melanoma!stages!could!potentially!identify!isoforms!as!oncogenes,!tumour!
suppressors! or! potential! prognostic! markers.! Specific! WWP2! Taqman!
primers! previously! used! in! qPCRs! are! used! here! in! conjunction! with!









is! the!highest! of! all! the! isoforms.! The! levels! of!WWP2GN!was! the! second!








The! expression! of! WWP2GN! is! shown! in! (C)! where! there! is! an! apparent!
increase!of!isoform!levels!in!all!stages!of!melanoma!by!an!average!of!1.6!fold!
compared!with!healthy!tissue!samples!(the!most!significant!being!in!stage!III!








all!melanoma!stages!except! for! IIIB!where! the! levels!of!∆HECT! is!1.3! fold!
higher! than! in! normal! cells.! Lastly,! the! results! shown! in! fig! 4.2.16F! are!
representative!of!the!expression!of!WWP2GNG∆C2!in!all!melanoma!stages.!














C,!WWP2;∆HECT!and!WWP2;!N;∆C2,! respectively! in!different!melanoma!disease! stages! relative! to!
normal!healthy!tissue.!Note!that!the!lack!of!error!bar!in!IIIA!samples!is!due!to!there!being!only!one!IIIA!
sample!in!this!array.!The!lack!of!error!bar!on!WWP2;N;∆C2!in!(A)!and!normal!bar!in!(F)!was!due!to!






















































































































































































































































































cell! lines! were! profiled! to! not! only! further! our! understanding! of! the!
oncogenic! potential! these! cell! lines! possess,! but! also! to! confirm! the!
regulation! of! EMT! by! TGF!! and! BMP.! Furthermore,! by! looking! at! the!
difference!in!WWP2!isoform!expression!in!epithelial!and!mesenchymal!cell!






happens! during! EMT! is! the! increase! of! NGcadherin! and! decrease! in!
EGcadherin,!mediated!by! the! increase! in! EGcadherin! repressors! SNAIL! and!
SLUG!(Kim!et!al,!2013).!Another!EGcadherin!repressor!that!is!involved!in!EMT!
is! Twist! which! has! been! shown! to! increase! in! expression! during! this!




potential! of! A375! and! A2058,! melanoma! cell! lines! used! in! previous!




Over! the! years,! significant! evidence! has! shown! that! TGF!! and! other!







GoTaq!PCR!was!performed! to!detect! levels!of!EMT!markers! in!A375,!and!
A2058! stimulated! with! TGF!! and! BMP! individually.! Results! from! RTGPCR!
using!agarose!gel!electrophoresis!are!shown!in!fig!4.2.17.!Note!that!results!
are! not! fully! quantitative! and! must! only! be! used! as! a! rough! guide! of!
expression! levels.! Shown! across! both!melanoma! cell! lines,! expression! of!
Vimentin!seems!to!be!unaffected!by!TGF!!and!BMP!stimulation.!The!growth!
factors!seem!to!also!have!no!effect!on!levels!of!NGCadherin!in!all!cell!lines.!In!




stimulation! had! a! negative! effect! on! expression! in! A2058! show! by! the!
decrease!in!band!intensity!of!37%!and!45%,!respectively.!Results!from!RTG
PCR! to!detect!Twist!expression! in! these!melanoma!cell! lines! suggest! that!
TGF!! and! BMP! stimulation! had! little! or! no! effect! on! the! levels! of! Twist!
detected.!Overall,!the!changes!in!levels!of!EMT!marker!expression!observed!












Alicante,! a! panel! of! twelve! epithelial! and! mesenchymal! cell! lines! were!







whilst! expression! of! the! C! isoform! is! higher! in!mesenchymal! cells.!When!
comparing!the!expression!of!∆HECT!and!NG∆C2!in!these!cell!lines,!there!is!a!










































expression! of! WWP2;∆HECT! and! N;∆C2.! Overall,! results! suggest! that! WWP2;N! and! ∆HECT! are!


















































































of! WWP2! novel! isoforms.! Firstly,! the! novel! WWP2G∆HECT! and! NG∆C2!
isoforms! were! predicted! and! identified.! Then! specific! PCR! primers! were!
designed!to!allow!the!mRNA!expression!levels!of!these!novel!and!established!
isoforms!to!be!explored!in!a!range!of!melanoma!cell!lines!and!patient!cDNA!
using! different! PCR! techniques.! Additionally,! the! expression! of! these!
isoforms!was!investigated!in!a!panel!of!epithelial!and!mesenchymal!cell!lines!








Currently,! there! are! three! WWP2! isoforms! established! in! literature:!
WWP2GFL,! WWP2GN! and! WWP2GC.! Through! an! initial! Western! blot!
investigating! the! protein! expression! of! these! isoforms,! bands! of! smaller!










and! an! incomplete! HECT! catalytic! domain! in! this! truncated! isoform.! The!
second! novel! isoform! is! the! WWP2GNG∆C2! which! is! a! 22.8! kDa! protein!




















semiGquantitative! measure! alongside! qPCR! allowing! detection! of!
amplification! at! the! correct! size.! To! get! a! more! comprehensive! idea! of!






Investigating! the! expression! levels! of! the! WWP2! isoforms! using! the!
techniques! explained! previously! has! produced!many! interesting! findings.!




undeniable! from! the! evidence! shown! in! the! RTGPCRs.! Intriguingly,! after!
!! 127!
studying!the!characteristics!of!cell! lines!used! in!these!experiments,! it!was!
found! that! all! 3! cell! lines! expressing!WWP2GC! shared! the! presence! of! a!
homozygous!BRAFV600E!mutation.!A!shown!in!table!4.3G1,!other!cell!lines!that!
did! not! express! the! CGisoform! either! had! a! wild! type! or! heterozygous!
BRAFV600E! genotype!of! the! kinase.!BRAF! is! a! kinase! involved! in! the!MAPK!
signalling!cascade!which!is!mostly!stimulated!by!EGF!and!ultimately!signals!
for! cellular! process! such! as! proliferation.! In! the! BRAFV600E! mutant,! a!
nucleotide!mutation!at!position!1799!from!a!thymine!to!an!adenine!causes!
the! coding! of! a! glutamic! acid! in! place! of! a! valine.! This! mutation! causes!
constitutive!activation!of!BRAFV600E!in!the!absence!of!ligand!binding,!leading!
to!the!increased!cell!proliferation!and!oncogenesis!in!melanoma!(Ascierto!et!
al,! 2012).! It! has! also! been! suggested! that! this! BRAF! mutant! induces!
senescence! and! other! oncogenic! processes! such! as! metastasis! and!
contractility!by!affecting!normal!function!of!proteins!e.g.!PDE5A!and!LKB1!
(Maurer!et! al,! 2011).! The!presence!of! this! BRAF!mutation! in! all! cell! lines!
expressing! WWP2GC! may! suggest! a! potential! cause! or! provide! an!
explanation! to! the! regulation! of! this! oncogenic! isoform.! Previously,!
BRAFV600E! has! been! shown! to! increase! both! TGF!! secretion! and! SmadG
dependent! transcription! in! thyroid! cancer! (RiescoGEizaguirre! et! al,! 2009).!
This! could! suggest! that! WWP2GC! is! a! product! of! BRAFV600EGdependent!
increase!in!TGF!.!However,!in!qPCR!studies,!the!expression!of!this!isoform!
















Another! intriguing! observation! found! in! RTGPCR! analysis! is! that! BMP4!
stimulation!of!A2058!cells!results!in!the!complete!obliteration!of!WWP2GN!
expression.! In! addition,! BMP4! stimulation! was! also! shown! to! decrease!
expression!of!WWP2GN!in!M202!and!Mel501.!As!mentioned!before,!studies!
have!shown!the! involvement!of!BMP4!in!the! increase!of!cell! invasion!and!
migration! in! oncogenesis! (Rothhammer! et! al,! 2005).! This! supports! the!
hypothesis! that! WWP2GN! is! a! tumourGsuppressor! as! BMP4! stimulation!
inhibits!expression!of!WWP2GN!to!subsequently!aid!tumour!development.!
We! postulate! that! the! decreased! levels! of!WWP2GN! results! in! decreased!
levels!of! Smad2/3! retention!at! the!membrane!via!binding!with! the!WW1!
domain!of!WWP2GN!therefore!allowing!Smad2/3!nuclear!translocation!and!
ultimately! affecting! transcription! of! genes! that! alter! cell! invasion! and!














Another! isoform! that!was! not! found! in!most! of! the! cell! lines! tested!was!
WWP2GFLG∆C2.!Here,!the!expression!of!WWP2GFLGC2!was!only!identified!in!
MCFG7! and! potentially! M229! suggesting! that! this! isoform! may! have!

































































Combining! the! results! from!WWP2!expression! levels! in! response! to!TGF!!





in!melanoma!where! cancerous! cells!metastasize! to! the! lymphatic! system!




a! higher! level! than! all! other! isoforms.! These! two! isoforms! have! been!




in! the! levels! of! FL! and! N! were! also! seen! with! doseGdependent! TGF!!
!! 131!
stimulation! in! previous! qPCR! results! for! 2! out! of! 3! melanoma! cell! lines!








levels!of! FL!most!notably! in! stage! IIIC.!This! suggests! that! the!FL!acts!as!a!
tumour! suppressor! which! is! expressed! at! its! lowest! level! allowing! the!




to! the! negative! effects! it! has! on! levels! of! the! EMT! marker! vimentin! in!
presence! of! TGF!! (Soond! et! al,! 2013).! The! general! increase! of!WWP2GN!
transcript!levels!in!melanoma!compared!with!nonGcancerous!cDNA!suggests!
that! this! may! be! part! of! the! body’s! natural! defence! against! melanoma!
triggered!by!the!progression!of!this!disease.!The!dip!in!expression!levels!of!
N!seen!in!stage!IIIC!mimics!that!of!FL!expression!and!might!also!be!a!result!
of! increased! TGF!! signalling! allowing! increased! EMT! in! preparation! for!
secondary!metastasis!in!stage!IV!melanoma.!!
!
Another!significant! isoform!investigated! in!these!experiments! is!WWP2GC.!
The!notion!that!this!isoform!may!act!as!an!oncogene!derives!from!the!fact!
that! it! contains! the! intact! HECT! catalytic! domain! and! the!WW4! domain!




latter! may! involve! ulcerations,! enlarged! lymph! nodes! or! metastasis! of!
tumour! to! skin! area! surrounding! the! primary! site!
!! 132!
(www.cancerresearchuk.org,!2015a).!The!increase!in!WWP2GC!levels!in!stage!




WWP2G∆HECT! was! one! of! the! novel! isoforms! investigated! in! these!
experiments.! The!presence!of! the!WW4!domain! suggests! that! it! binds! to!
Smad7! (Soond! and!Chantry,! 2011),! however,! due! to! an! incomplete!HECT!
domain,! it! is!not!possible!to!pinpoint! its!exact!function.!Therefore,!∆HECT!
could!either!act!as!a!tumour!suppressor!or!an!oncogene.!Although!this!is!the!
case,!the!results!from!melanoma!cDNA!array!highlights!an!increase!in!∆HECT!
levels! at! stage! IIIB! which! was! also! shown! in!WWP2GC! expression,! and! a!
decrease!of!more!than!half!at!stage!IIIC,!mimicking!expression!of!FL!and!N.!
The!presence!of!characteristics!akin!to!FL,!N!and!C!suggests!the!possibility!
that! ∆HECT! may! have! a! dual! function! in! melanoma! acting! as! both! an!



















A375,! TGF!! and!BMP! stimulation! either! had! positive! or! no! effect! on! the!















in! both! SLUG! and! SNAIL! EMT!markers! suggesting! a! reflected! decrease! in!
oncogenic!potential.!This!may!therefore!indicate!a!tumour!suppressive!role!





















signals! for! EMT.! We! propose! that! the! increased! expression! of! the!
catalytically!inactive!WWP2G∆HECT!in!epithelial!cells!allows!the!binding!and!
subsequent! stabilization! of! Smad7! which! inhibits! phosphorylation! of!
Smad2/3! and! ultimately! negatively! regulates! TGF!Gdependent! EMT.! The!
negative! regulation! of! these! isoforms! on! TGF!Gdependent! EMT! suggests!
that!they!work!in!guarding!the!epithelial!phenotype.!!On!the!other!hand,!a!
higher! expression! of! WWP2GC! was! detected! in! mesenchymal! cell! lines.!




TGF!Gdependent! EMT.! Consequently,! we! postulate! that!WWP2GC! has! an!
oncogenic! role! by! preventing! MET,! the! reversed! process! of! EMT,! whilst!




Overall! in! this! chapter,! the! expression! of! three! novel! isoforms! WWP2G
∆HECT,!NG∆C2! and! FLG∆C2! has! been! validated! in! different! cancerous! and!
nonGcancerous!cell!lines.!TGF!!and!BMP!has!also!been!used!to!stimulate!cells!
allowing! the! investigation!of! their! effects!on! the!expression!of!novel! and!
established! WWP2! isoforms.! The! results! from! these! expression! studies!
might!help!the!identification!of!WWP2!isoforms!as!potential!oncogenes!or!
tumourGsuppressors.!Furthermore,!the!V600E!BRAF!mutation!has!also!been!
suggested! to! play! a! role! in!WWP2GC! expression!whilst! the!WWP2GN! and!

















Although! there!has!been!previous! research!carried!out! to! investigate! the!
generation!of!WWP2! isoforms,! there! are! still! no!established!mechanisms!
explaining!the!transcription!of!these!isoforms.!Epithelial!Splicing!Regulatory!




chapter! to! clarify! the! transcriptional! mechanisms! responsible! for! the!
production!of!WWP2GC,!WWP2GN!and!WWP2G∆HECT!which!could!have!the!
potential! to! positively! or! negatively! affecting! oncogenesis! through!
interacting!with!mediators!of!the!TGF!!pathway.!The!understanding!of!these!
mechanisms!could!allow!us! in!the!future!to!produce!treatments!that!may!
interrupt! transcription! of! potential! oncogenes,! or! enhance! production! of!
tumour! suppressors.! ! ! First,! luciferase! assays! were! used! in! attempts! to!
identify! enhancers! or! repressors! of! the! predicted! promoter! regions! of!
WWP2GC! and! ∆HECT.! To! do! this,! regions! of! the! predicted! promoter!
sequences!for!both!isoforms!were!cloned!into!pGL4.27!expression!vectors!
containing!the!luciferase!reporter!gene.!Using!a!combination!of!restriction!
enzyme! digestions,! T4! ligations,! TA! and! InGfusion! cloning! techniques,!











upstream! of! the! translational! start! of! WWP2GC! promoter,! therefore! we!
hypothesize!that!SOX9!may!be!involved!in!the!transcriptional!regulation!of!
WWP2GC.!To!verify!the!function!of!SOX9,!a!WWP2GC!promoter!region!mutant!
was!produced!using!QuikChange!XL! siteGdirected!mutagenesis! kit! (Agilent!




the! functional!activity!of!∆HECT!was!also! investigated.!This!novel! isoform!
was! cloned! into! pRK5! expression! vector! containing! the! HA! tag,! and!
coGtransfected! into!HEK293A!and!A375! cell! lines!with! the!pGCAGAC12Gluc!
Smad! response! vector.! Luciferase! assays! were! then! performed! on! the!
transfected! cell! lysates! to! explore! the! Smad3Gdependent! TGF!! activity! of!






also! studied! in! this! chapter.! It! was! hypothesized! that! the! expression! of!
WWP2GN,!resulting!from!the!presence!of!a!stop!codon!in!the!retained!intron!




retain! exons! within! a! gene! to! create! translation! of! a! truncated! protein!
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(Warzecha! et! al,! 2010).! This! therefore! suggests! that! the! expression! of!
WWP2GN,! a! spliceGregulated! truncated! isoform! shown! to! be! involved! in!
TGF!Gmediated!EMT!(Soond!and!Chantry,!2011),!may!be!regulated!by!ESRPs!
in! a! coGtranscriptional! manner.! To! investigate! the! possible! relationship!
between!ESRP!proteins!and!WWP2GN!expression,!RTGPCRs!and!qPCRs!were!
performed! using! samples! from! HEK293A! cells! transfected! with! ESRP1+2!
constructs!and!probed!with!WWP2!isoform!specific!primers!to!examine!the!
effects!of!ESRPs!on!expression!of!WWP2GN.!Due!to!the!role!TGF!!has!in!EMT!
and! subsequently! oncogenesis,! the! effects! of! TGF!! was! investigated! by!
stimulating!cells!with!TGF!!18!hr!prior!to!mRNA!extraction.!By!uncovering!
effects! of! TGF!! on! ESRP! activity! and! subsequent! WWP2GN! expression,!
results! should! highlight! the! significance! of! ESRPs! and! WWP2! in! TGF!G
mediated!EMT.!!
!
To! further! assist! in! the! hypothesis! of! the! role! WWP2! isoforms! have! in!
oncogenesis! through! its! effect! on! the! TGF!! pathway,! the! cellular! subG
localization!of!WWP2!isoforms!were!examined.!To!do!this,!WWP2!isoforms!
were!cloned!into!pRK5GHA!vectors!and!transfected!into!ARPEG19!cells.!These!
cells! were! stimulated! with! TGF!! then! labelled! with! a! primary! antiGHA!
antibody! and! secondary! Alexafluor! antibody! allowing! the! visualization! of!
transfected!proteins!in!both!TGF!!stimulated!cells!and!control!cells!without!
stimulation.! Performing! these! immunolabelling! experiments! should!
highlight!potential!TGF!Gmediated!translocation!of!WWP2!isoforms!within!
the!cell!and!ultimately!help!the!understanding!of!the!overall!biological!roles!







result! in! its! expression! are! still! unclear.! In! this! section,! attempts! will!
therefore!be!made!to!identify!regulation!of!the!predicted!promoter!region!
and! transcriptional! mechanism! of!WWP2GC! and! the!WWP2G∆HECT! novel!
isoform!to!increase!our!understanding!of!WWP2!and!its!role!in!oncogenesis.!
The! schematic! in! fig! 5.2.1! summarizes! the! WWP2GC! (A)! and! ∆HECT! (B)!
isoforms! in! the! WWP2! gene! locus! and! highlights! the! relevant! domains!
































Recent! studies! have! suggested! that! the! promoter! region! of! WWP2GC! is!
located! at! intron! 10/11! of! the!WWP2! gene! in! a! region! upstream! of! the!
WWP2GC! EST! transcript! (NM_199424.2)! (Soond! and! Chantry,! 2011).! To!





cells,! into! the! reporter! vector! producing! three! separate! predicted!
CGpromoter!constructs!(shown!in!fig!5.2.2).!The!reason!a!maximum!of!2!kb!
region! of! the! predicted!WWP2GC! promoter! was! chosen! is! highlighted! in!
fig! 5.2.3,! a! bioinformatics! approach! comparing! the! conserved! elements!
between!species!using!phastCons!and!phyloP!in!the!UCSC!genome!browser.!
This!analysis!emphasized!the!high! levels!of!predicted!conserved!elements!
within! this! 2kb! region! therefore! indicating! a! high! possibility! that! the!
promoter!region!lies!within.!The!Log!odd!score!(lod)!scores!presented!with!
each!predicted!conserved!element!are!log!odd!score!which!represents!the!
confidence! in! each! prediction.! Within! this! 2! kb! region,! the! predicted!
conserved!elements!with!the!highest! lod!scores!are!circled! in!red,!orange!
and!blue,! and! located! in! the!1.2! kb! region,! 0.5! kb! region! and! an!overlap!
between! exon! 11! and! the! 0.5! kb! WWP2GC! predicted! promoter! region,!
respectively.!!
!
Previous! studies! have! suggested! that! SOX9! transcription! factor! regulates!
expression!of!WWP2!(Zou!et!al,!2011).!The!presence!of!the!GCCTTGAGG!SOX9!
binding!site!in!the!predicted!CGpromoter!region!shown!in!fig!5.2.4,!along!with!
the! conservation! of! this! binding! site! shown! in! fig! 5.2.5! using! the!Multiz!
alignment!of!20!mammals,!provides!further!evidence!of!the!role!SOX9!might!
have! in! WWP2GC! expression.! The! predicted! CGpromoter! constructs! were!
therefore! transfected! into! HEK293A,! A375! and!MCFG7! cells! along! with! a!


























































of! the! predicted! WWP27C! promoter! regions! within! intron! 10/11! with! the! sequence! in! brown!






















































Luciferase! reporter! assays!were!performed!on! cell! lysates! from!HEK293A!
cells! transfected! with! the! 0.5! kb,! 1.2! kb! and! 2! kb! predicted! CEpromoter!









Interestingly,! TGF!! stimulation! was! shown! to! decrease! transcriptional!
activity! by! more! than! half! for! all! 3! constructs.! The! approximate! 5Efold!
decrease!seen!in!0.5!kb!construct!promoter!activity!and!the!3Efold!decrease!












































An! important! aspect! to! bear! in! mind! is! that! in! previous! studies! on! the!
WWP2EC! promoter,! the! SOX9! construct! was! transfected! into! cells.! To!
validate! relevant! hypotheses,! the! expression! of! naturally! occurring! SOX9!
must!be!confirmed!in!cells!not!transfected!with!recombinant!SOX9.!To!do!
this,! RTEPCR! using! RNA! extracted! from! six! melanoma! cell! lines! were!
amplified! with! SOX9! RTEPCR! primers! which! confirmed! SOX9! mRNA!





on! WWP2EC! transcription! which! could! subsequently! make! clearer! the!
relevance!of!SOX9!in!WWP2Edependent!oncogenesis!and!EMT.!RNA!from!six!
melanoma! cell! lines! stimulated!with! TGF!!were! extracted! and! converted!
into! cDNA! using! GoScript! PCR.! RTEPCR! for! these! samples! allowed! the!
comparison!of!SOX9!expression!between!control!and!TGF!!stimulated!cells.!!
The!results!from!this!experiment!can!also!support!data!regarding!WWP2EC!







Results! from! RT7PCR! of!melanoma! cell! lines! showing! the! expression! of! SOX9! in! the! presence! and!



















To! investigate! the! SOX9Emediated! negative! regulation! on! WWP2EC!
transcriptional!activity,! the!predicted!SOX9!binding!site! ECCTTGAGE!within!
the! 0.5! kb! promoter! region! is! deleted! to! produce! a! mutant! CEpromoter!
construct!using!the!Agilent!QuikChange!XL!site!mutagenesis!kit.!Luciferase!
reporter! assay! was! performed! using! the! WWP2EC! promoter! mutant!
construct! and! results! were! compared! with! the! wild! type! CEpromoter!
construct! allowing! the! study! of! the! predicted! SOX9! binding! site! and! its!
regulatory!activities!in!WWP2EC!transcription.!All!results!were!normalized!to!





transfected! with! wild! type! and! mutant! 0.5! kb! cEpromoter! constructs! in!
pGL4.27.!The!result!compares!the!average!luciferase!activity!normalized!to!
!Egalactosidase!of!the!wildEtype!WWP2EC!promoter!with!the!SOX9!mutant!
CEpromoter.! The! previous! experiment! shown! in! fig! 5.2.7! highlighted! the!
negative! effects! SOX9! has! on! WWP2EC! transcriptional! activity.! The!
hypothesis! for! this! mutant! study! is! therefore! the! increase! in! luciferase!
activity! caused! by! transfected! 0.5! kb! mutant! CEpromoter! construct!
containing! a! SOX9! binding! site! deletion,! in! comparison! to! the! wild! type!
CEpromoter!construct.!This!predicted!increase!in!luciferase!activity!is!due!to!
the! inability! of! SOX9! to! bind! to! the! promoter! sequence! in! the! mutant!
construct,! subsequently! the!negative! regulation!on!CEpromoter! activity! is!
inhibited.! Unfortunately,! the! increase! in! transcriptional! activity! seen! in!
HEK293A!and!MCFE7!transfected!with!the!SOX9!mutant!construct!(fig!5.9.2A!
and!C)!were!statistically!insignificant,!however,!these!results!may!highlight!a!




The! same! experiment! was! repeated! in! an! epithelial! melanoma! cell! line!
expressing! mesenchymal! characteristics,! the! SOX9! binding! site! deletion!
failed! to! significantly! affect! the! SOX9! mediated! negative! regulation! of!
WWP2EC! transcriptional! activity! reflected! in! fig! 5.2.9B.! Altogether,! the!
results! suggest! that! the! SOX9! mediated! regulation! of! WWP2EC!
transcriptional! activity! may! be! dependent! on! cell! types! and!
















































































































∆HECT! due! to! its! potential! role! in! the! development! of! a! prognostic! or!
therapeutic!tool!in!melanoma.!Translation!of!WWP2E∆HECT!begins!at!exon!
10!therefore!logically,!the!promoter!sequence!was!predicted!in!intron!9/10.!
Similarly! to! the! WWP2EC! transcriptional! regulation! experiments,! three!
clones!were!made!from!different!lengths!of!the!predicted!∆HECT!promoter!




were! then! added! to! 100! µl! of! luciferase! and! !Egalactosidase! substrate!
separately!for!the!subsequent!use!in!reporter!assays.!
!
Three! constructs! were! made! using! different! lengths! of! predicted!
∆HECTEpromoter!sequence!within!intron!9/10.!The!0.5,!1,!and!2!kb!regions!
were!cloned!into!pGL4.27!luciferase!reporter!vector!using!a!combination!of!
TA,! T4! and! InEfusion! cloning! techniques.! The! nucleotide! sequence! of! the!
predicted! WWP2E∆HECT! promoter! is! shown! in! fig! 5.2.10! and! highlights!
presence! of! CAGA! TGF!! binding! elements! in! blue,! EGF! APE1! binding!
sequences! in!pink,!SOX9!binding!site! in!yellow!and! the!TATA!box! in!grey.!
Luciferase! results! in! fig! 5.2.11! shows! that! all! three! of! the! predicted!
constructs!enhance!the!promoter!activity!when!compared!to!basal!level!of!
empty! vector! (both!1! kb! and!2! kb! constructs!produced! results! that!were!























































Figure' 5.2.11,' The' effects' of' TGF!' on'WWP2,∆HECT' predicted' promoter' activity.! Fold! change! in!










in! fig! 5.2.11,! this! activity! is! still! relatively! low! when! compared! with! the!
WWP2EC! transcriptional! activity! in! fig! 5.2.7.! This! therefore!prompted! the!
investigation!of! the!potential!enhancing/repressive! roles!different!growth!
factors!may!have!in!the!transcriptional!activity!of!∆HECT.!The!2!kb!∆HECT!























HECT! catalytic! domain.! It! is! for! this! reason! that! its! function! cannot! be!
accurately! predicted! as! it! is! not! certain! whether! the! incomplete! HECT!
domain!retains!its!catalytic!activity.!The!combination!of!domains,!makes!it!
an! interesting!target! for! investigation!as! the!WW4!domain!has!previously!
been!suggested!to!bind!to!Smad7!of!the!TGF!!pathway.!This!means!that!if!
the!partial!HECT!domain!maintains!its!catalytic!activity,!the!natural!inhibitor!
Smad7! could! be! subjected! to! ubiquitinEdependent! proteasomal!
degradation.!On!the!other!hand,!if!the!partial!HECT!domain!is!catalytically!
inactive,!∆HECT!could!act!as!an!effective!antiEoncogenic!factor!by!stabilizing!
levels! of! inhibitor! Smad7! and! therefore! disrupt! the! oncogenic! effects! of!
TGF!!such!as!EMT.!
!




and! the! pRSVE!Egalactosidase! construct! as! a! control.! Expression! of!
WWP2E∆HECT!was! initially!confirmed!using!western!blotting!with!antiEHA!
antibodies! which! showed! the! cloned! construct! at! the! correct! molecular!
weight!of!38.3kDa!(shown!in!fig!5.2.13).!For!the!luciferase!assays,!cells!were!
stimulated!with! TGF!!whilst! others!were! left! as!unstimulated! controls! to!
explore!the!effects!of!TGF!!on!∆HECT!in!a!Smad3Edependent!manner.!Cell!
lysates! were! extracted! 3Edays! postEtransfection! and! used! in! luciferase!
assays.!All!results!were!normalized!to!!Egalactosidase!and!an!empty!vector!
reading.!Fig!5.2.14A!shows!the!result!from!transfected!HEK293A!cells!with!
and! without! TGF!! stimulation! whilst! fig! 5.2.14B! shows! luciferase! results!
from!transfected!A375,!again,!with!and!without!TGF!!stimulation.!It!is!clear!
in!these!results!that!the!∆HECT!construct!increases!Smad3Edependent!gene!
transcription! by! over! 1.5! and! 2Efold! in! HEK293A! (p≤0.05)! and! A375,!
!! 156!















































Figure' 5.2.14,' The' effects' of' WWP2,∆HECT' overexpression' and' TGF!' stimulation' on'
Smad3,dependent' gene' expression' in' HEK293A' and' A375.! HEK293A! and! A375! cells! were!
co7transfected! with! the! WWP27∆HECT! construct! with! the! p7CAGAC712! Smad37dependent! gene!
expression!vector! stimulated!with!TGF!! for!18!hrs.! Fold!changes!were!normalized! to!empty!vector!
readings!and!!7galactosidase!reporter!vector.!Whilst!results!from!A375!cell!line!were!not!significant,!
∆HECT!overexpression!in!HEK293A!significantly!increased!Smad37depedent!gene!expression!whilst!the!










































































WWP2EN! in! oncogenesis! is! still! unclear,! deciphering! the! transcriptional!
regulation!of!this!truncated!isoform!can!help!increase!the!understanding!in!
this! area! and! allow! further! hypotheses! to! be!made! regarding! its! role! in!
cancer.!ESRP!1!and!2!has!been!found!previously!to!be!an!integral!part!of!the!
Splicing!regulatory!network!(SRN)!that!is!involved!in!the!regulation!of!EMT!










First,! to! test! the!protein!expression!of! the! flagEtagged!ESRP! constructs,! a!
western!blot!was!performed!using!primary!antiEflag!antibody,!on!HEK293A!
cells!transfected!with!ESRP!which!showed!both!ESRP1!and!2!at!the!correct!
size! (Shown! in! fig! 5.2.16).! These! constructs! were! then! transfected! into!
HEK293A!and!MCFE7!cells!according!to!a!standard!PEI!transfection!protocol!
















reason! for! using! both! methods! of! PCR! is! that! whilst! qPCR! provides! a!
quantitative!analysis!of!isoform!expression,!it!does!not!account!for!the!size!
of!the!isoforms!which!RTEPCR!does,!therefore!both!methods!were!used!in!
the! attempt! to! provide! an! extensive! picture.! Results! from! RTEPCRs!were!
normalized! to! GAPDH!whilst! 18S! and! UBC!were! used! to! normalize! qPCR!
results.!
!





the! N! isoform,! reflected! by! a! decrease! of! 27%! in! band! intensity! when!
analysed!using! Image! J.! Interestingly,! results! from!qPCR! (fig!5.2.17B)!also!
show!the!negative!effect!ESRP!1!and!2!have!on!WWP2EN!expression!by!a!
decrease!of!fold!change!to!0.6!folds!(p=!<0.05).! !Transfected!ESRP1!and!2!
also! seem!to!have!a!negative!effect!on!∆HECT!expression!as! results! from!
RTEPCR!shown!in!(A)!suggests!a!12%!decrease!in!band!intensity,!however,!































∆HECT! expression!were! studied! using!A)! RT7PCR!which!was! normalized! to!GAPDH!where! negative!







studies! highlighting! the! difference! in! ESRPEregulation! of! WWP2EN!
expression! in! an! epithelial! cell! line,! and! A375! which! has! increased!




control! suggests! that! once! again! ESRP! 1! and! 2! negatively! regulated! the!
expression!of! this! isoform.!This! is!also!highlighted! in! the!qPCR!study!by!a!
decrease!of!0.6!folds!when!compared!to!the!nonEESRP!transfected!negative!






















































































Figure' 5.2.18,' The' effects' of' ESRP' on' the' mRNA' expression' of' WWP2' isoforms' in' MCF,7' cells.!
Expression!of!WWP27N!and!∆HECT!shown!using!A)!RT7PCR!normalized!to!GAPDH!levels!GAPDH!where!
negative!control!was!non7transfected!MCF77!cells!(experimental!replicate!n=1),!and!B)!qPCR!showing!
the! fold! change!of! isoforms! relative! to! the!empty!vector!basal!activity.!Note! that! the!qPCR! results!



















































































Currently,! no! information! has! been! published! regarding! the! cellular!
localization!of!WWP2!isoforms.!To!identify!the!localization!of!these!isoforms!
in! the! cell! could! aid! the! hypothesis! of! the! role! WWP2! isoforms! has! in!
oncogenesis! and! increase! understanding! of! their! normal! biological! roles.!
Furthermore,! the! effects! of! TGF!! on! the!WWP2! cellular! subElocalization!
could! also! help! reveal! the! location! in!which! Smad!mediators! and!WWP2!
isoforms!interact,!therefore!uncover!the!role!TGF!!has!in!oncogenesis.!Using!




and! analysis! (Dunn!et! al,! 1996).! To! begin,! HAEtagged! isoforms! had! to! be!
cloned!using!Phusion!DNA!polymerase,!XhoI!and!HindIII!restriction!enzymes!
and!T4! ligase.!Detailed!protocols! can!be! found! in! the!methods! section.!A!
total! of! 5! different! isoforms! were! cloned! into! pRK5EHA! for! these!
experiments!with!2!additional!constructs,!WWP2EC!and!WWP2EN!obtained!
from! Jessica! Watt! in! the! Chantry! lab.! To! confirm! protein! expression! of!
WWP2!isoforms!before!beginning!immunolabelling!experiments,!constructs!
were! transfected! into! HEK293A! cells! and! western! blots! using! primary!
antiEHA!antibodies!were!performed!(as!shown!in!fig!5.2.19).!Note!that!the!




fixed! using! methanol! and! blocked! with! 10%! goat! serum! in! PBS.! Tagged!
proteins! were! then! labelled! with! primary! HAE! tag! antibodies! and! the!





















were! then! labelled! with! primary! antiEHA! and! secondary! Alexa! Fluor! 488!
antibodies! which! fluoresces! green! to! show! the! protein! of! interest.! Cells!
transfected!with!the!full! length!WWP2!are!shown! in!fig!5.2.20!which!also!






































































distinct! outline! of! the! cell! suggesting! some! membrane! localization.!
However,!without!the! labelling! for!cellular!membrane!or!cellEcell! junction!
proteins! such!as!NEcad,!we!can!only!postulate! its!membrane! localisation.!
When! comparing! the! green! (A488)! and! blue! (DAPI)! channel,! it! is! also!
noticeable!that!the!FL!is!not!present!in!the!nucleus!as!there!is!an!obvious!
lack!of! staining! in! the!nucleus! (highlighted!by!A!using! red!arrow).!On! the!
other! hand,! samples! stimulated! with! TGF!! showed! a! much! less! defined!
membrane! outline! whilst! the! nucleus! now! displays! increased! staining!





rat!A488!antibody!which! fluoresces!green.!The!nuclei!are! shown! in!blue!by! the!DAPI! staining,!and!
images!on!the!right!shows!both!the!protein!of!interest!and!the!nucleus!together!in!the!merge!of!two!
channels.! Transfected! cells! were! stimulated! overnight! with! TGF!! and! are! compared! here! against!




















(fig! 5.2.21A)! and! throughout! the! cytoplasm.! The! lack! of! staining! in! the!
nucleus!suggests!that!there!is!little!or!no!N!isoform!in!the!nucleus!in!both!
stimulated!and!unstimulated!cells!(fig!5.2.21B).!Interestingly,!the!NEisoform!





tagged! WWP27N! isoform! was! detected! using! primary! anti7HA! antibody! and! secondary! rat! A488!
antibody!which!fluoresces!green.!The!nuclei!are!shown!in!blue!by!the!DAPI!staining,!and!images!on!the!
right! shows! both! the! protein! of! interest! and! the! nucleus! together! in! the!merge! of! two! channels.!
Transfected!cells!were!stimulated!overnight!with!TGF!!and!are!compared!here!against!unstimulated!
controls.! A)! shows! the! suggested!membrane! localisation! of!WWP27N!whilst! B)! shows! the! lack! of!





































were! compared! using! immunolabelling.! These! results! are! shown! in!
fig! 5.2.23,! 5.2.24! and! 5.2.25.! First,! cells! transfected! with! WWP2E∆HECT!
isoform!which!contains!the!WW3,!WW4!and!an! incomplete!HECT!domain!































low!WWP27∆HECT! localisation!whilst! B)! shows! the! suggested!membrane! localisation!of!∆HECT.! C)!
highlights!the!increase!in!nuclear!staining!in!the!presence!of!TGF!.!Results!are!representative!of!67%!
of!cells!analysed.!





















present! (fig! 5.2.24A).!When! stimulated!with! TGF!,! it! becomes! clear! that!
nuclear! localization! is! preferred! over! membrane! localization! as! the!
membrane!outline!disappears!in!favour!of!nuclear!localisation!(fig!5.2.24B).!







A488! channels! are! shown! in! the! right7hand! column.! A)! shows! a! faint! outline! of! the! membrane!
suggesting!membrane!localisation!of!WWP27N7∆C2!whilst!B)!shows!the!increased!nuclear!localisation!
of!WWP27N7∆C2!post!TGF!!!stimulation.!Results!are!representative!of!100%!of!cells!analysed.!
Lastly,! the! WWP2EFLE∆C2! isoform! which! starts! in! the! same! exon! as!























TGF!! stimulation.! Once! again,! cytoplasmic! levels! of! this! isoforms! also!
decrease!with!TGF!!stimulation.!!
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filamentous! proteins.! Here,! the! possibility! of! WWP2EN! binding! to! a!
microtubule!network!is!explored!by!labelling!both!tubulin!and!the!HAEtagged!
WWP2EN.!Tubulin!was!labelled!with!an!Alexafluor!647!antibody!whilst!the!
WWP2EN!was! labelled!with!Alexafluor488! (please! refer! to! section!2.3! for!




















































was! to! identify! the! potential! enhancers! and! repressor! of! WWP2EC! and!
∆HECT!transcription!and!look!at!the!significance!of!SOX9!transcription!factor!
with!regards!to!WWP2EC!promoter!activity.!Thirdly,!the!functional!aspect!of!
the! novel! ∆HECT! isoforms! was! studied! by! using! luciferase! assays! to!
investigate!the!SmadE3!dependent!gene!expression!of!this!isoform!and!the!
potential! effect! of! TGF!! on! its! gene! activity.! The! regulation! of! intron!
retention!that!results!in!the!transcription!of!WWP2EN!was!investigated!by!
studying! the! role! of! ESRP! splicing! regulatory! proteins! on! the! mRNA!
expression!of!WWP2EN!using!a! combination!of!RTEPCR!and!qPCR.! Finally,!
cellular! subElocalization! studies! were! performed! on! WWP2! isoform!
transfected! cells! using! immunolabelling! techniques! to! visualize! the! cell!
localization!of! isoforms! in!the!presence!and!absence!of!TGF!.!The!overall!











from!exon!13E24! is! a! result! of! a! putative! promoter! (P2)! predicted!within!
intron!10/11.!Three!different!length!constructs!(0.5,!1.2!and!2!kb)!within!the!
predicted! promoter! sequence! upstream! of! the! transcriptional! start!were!














































Within! the!predicted!promoter! region! for!WWP25C! isoform! transcription,!
there!lies!a!SOX9!transcription!factor!binding!site!(5CCTTGAG5)!and!due!to!
the!established!links!between!SOX9!and!melanoma!development!(Passeron!
et# al,! 2009),! we! decided! to! test! the! effects! of! SOX9! on! WWP25C!
transcription.!To!do!this,!a!SOX9!construct!was!co5transfected!into!HEK293A!
cells! with! the! predicted! C5promoter! constructs! and! cell! lysates! used! in!
luciferase!reporter!assays.!Interestingly,!results!from!SOX9!transfected!cells!
showed!a!staggering!decrease! in!WWP25C!transcriptional!activity!of!more!























RAS! (shown! in! table!5.351).!Studies!have!shown!that!N5RASQ61R!causes!an!




regulation! in! p15! and! p21! which! ultimately! causes! the! N5RASQ61R! cell! to!
become!resistant!to!TGF!!senescence!in!melanoma!(Lasfar!and!Cohen5Solal,!
2010).!Although!the!N5RAS!mutation!mentioned!in!the!above!study! is!not!
identical! to! the! one! expressed! in!M202,! both!mutations! are! amino! acid!
substitutions! that!occur!at!position!61,!altering! the! folding!of! the!protein!
which! results! in! the! constant!GTP5bound! state!of!N5RAS! (Jovanovic!et# al,!




















acts!as!a! tumour! suppressor!whilst! in!malignant!cells! it!has!an!oncogenic!
effect! (Hussein,! 2004).! The!decrease! in! the!predicted!WWP25C!oncogene!





To! test! SOX9! binding! within! the! predicted! WWP25C! promoter! region,! a!
mutant!0.5!kb!construct!was!created!that!featured!a!complete!deletion!of!
the!SOX9!binding!site!(5CCTTGAG5).!This!construct!was!then!transfected!into!
HEK293A,! A375! and! MCF57! cells! and! luciferase! reporter! assay! was!






negative! regulation! of! WWP25C! transcriptional! activity! by! SOX9! was!
reversed!by! the!mutant.! Furthermore,! results! from! the! same!experiment!




WWP25C! transcriptional! activity! via! SOX9! binding! inhibition.! This! further!
supports! the! 5CCTTGAG5! sequence! as! the! SOX9! binding! site,! which! is!
obliterated! in! the! mutant! and! therefore! reduces! the! SOX95mediated!
negative! regulation! of! WWP25C.! However,! although! an! increase! was!
observed!in!presence!of!the!SOX9!binding!site!deletion,!neither!results!from!
HEK293A! nor! MCF57! were! statistically! significant.! This! perhaps! suggests!
multiple!SOX9!binding!sites!present,!allowing!SOX9!regulation!through!other!




not! found! in! the! promoter! region! of! the! cloned! 0.5! kb! construct,! the!
presence!of!another!SOX9!binding!site!is!possible.!Using!the!ORCAtf!tool!that!
detects! transcription! factor! binding! sites! within! target! sequences! using!




therefore! be! responsible! for! the! SOX9! binding! that! occurs! in! our! SOX9!
















other! predicted! SOX9! binding! sites! located! within! the! 0.5! kb! WWP25C!
promoter! region! (fig! 5.3.3).! The! negative! effect! SOX9! has! on! mutant!
WWP25C!transcriptional!activity!was!only!observed!in!A375,!an!epithelial!cell!
line! with! strong! mesenchymal! characteristics.! Consequently,! this! might!
imply!that!the!use!of!SOX9!binding!sites!differ!in!different!cell!lines!with!the!
predicted! SOX9! sites! 5TTATTGATT5! and! 5AAACAAAAA5! favoured! in! cells!
expressing!a!mesenchymal!phenotype,!and!perhaps!5CCTTGAG5!binding!site!
is!preferred! in! cells!with!an!epithelial!phenotype.!Although!preference!of!
SOX9! binding! sites! specifically! have! not! been! established,! studies! have!









an! added! level! in! WWP25C! transcriptional! regulation! in! oncogenesis.!
Alternatively,! another!hypothesis! that!might!explain! the! inability!of! SOX9!
binding! site! deletion! to! inhibit! the! negative! effect! of! SOX9! on!WWP25C!
transcriptional!activity,! is!that!SOX9!might!be!binding!to!other!proteins!to!
form! a! complex! that! indirectly! regulate! c5promoter! activity.! A! study! by!
Furumatsu!et#al!found!that!Smad3!and!p300!are!needed!to!form!a!functional!
complex! with! SOX9! in! order! to! activate! the! transcription! of! chromatin!
(Furumatsu! et# al,! 2009).! The! negative! effect! of! SOX9! on! WWP25C!
transcription!activation! in!our!mutant! study!despite! the!deletion!of!SOX9!
binding! site!may! therefore! be! due! to! the! association! of! SOX9! and! Smad!









three! constructs! containing! parts! of! the! predicted! promoter! region!were!
initially! cloned! into! the! luciferase! reporter! vector! pGL4.27! and! used! in!
luciferase!reporter!assays.!However,! the!0.5,!0.7!and!1!kb!constructs!that!
were!cloned!upstream!from!3’!region!of!intron!9/10!did!not!seem!to!produce!
high! transcriptional! activity! therefore! a! 2! kb! predicted! ∆HECT! promoter!






sites! related! to!possible!promoter!activity! (Guenther!et#al,! 2007).!Results!
!! 179!




and!Human! skeletal!muscle! cell! line! HSMM! (in! turquoise).! ! Interestingly,!
TGF!! stimulation! on! HEK293A! cells! showed! a! decrease! in! transcriptional!
activity.! Due! to! established! research! showing! the! tumour5suppressive!
effects! TGF!! has! in! non5cancerous! cells,! our! result!might! indicate! that! if!
































Due! to! the! lack! of! effect!WWP22∆HECT! cloned! promoter! regions! had! on!
transcription! activity! under! control! conditions! and! TGF!! stimulation,! the!
role!of!other!growth!factors!was!then!investigated!by!repeating!the!above!
experiments! and! stimulating! transfected! cells! with! EGF! and! BMP! 18! hr!
before!harvest.!Results! show!that!BMP!stimulation!has!minimal!effect!on!











among! three! other! E3! ligase! family! members! (Akimov! et# al,! 2011).!







5.3.3! The' effects' of'WWP20∆HECT' overexpression' on' Smad30dependent'
gene'expression'
The! novel! WWP22∆HECT! isoform! containing! the! WW3,! WW4! and! an!
incomplete! HECT! catalytic! domain! was! cloned! and! along! with! the!







intact! ligase! activity.! However,! although!WW4! domain!was! suggested! to!
bind!to!Smad7,!it!was!found!in!a!recent!NMR!study!that!the!WW4!domain!
also!binds!to!Smad2!and!Smad3!(Wahl,!2016)!therefore!we!argue!that!the!
increase! in! Smad32dependent! activity! caused! by! transfected! ∆HECT! in!
absence!of!TGF!!can!be!explained!by!the!binding!and!stabilization!of!Smad3!
by! ∆HECT.! WWP22∆HECT! therefore! becomes! a! competitive! inhibitor! of!






Smad7! is! much! higher! than! Smad3! therefore! suggesting! that! this! novel!
isoform! containing! the! WW4! domain! binds! to! and! stabilizes! levels! of!
phospho2Smad7! allowing! for! the! decrease! in! levels! of! Smad32dependent!
gene!activity!by!binding! to! TGF!R1!and! inhibiting! the!phosphorylation!of!
Smad2/3.!Together!with!western!blot!analysis!using!anti2Smad!antibodies!
highlighting!the!expression!of!both!Smad3!and!Smad7!in!cells!overexpressed!













to! its! malignancy.! It! has! also! been! suggested! that! melanoma! cell! lines!
themselves!produces! increased! levels!of! TGF!!meaning! that! the! levels!of!
TGF!!present! in! the!cell!medium!may!have!been!a! lot!higher! than! in! the!
HEK293A! cells! (Medrano,! 2003).! Consequently,! the! now! higher! levels! of!
Smad2/3! resulting! from! the! naturally! higher! levels! of! TGF!! secretion! in!
melanoma!masks!the!effects!of!lower!levels!of!transfected!∆HECT!therefore!
the! stabilized! levels! of! Smad7! is! out2competed! by! the! high! levels! of!
Smad2/3,! leading! to! the! phosphorylation! and! subsequent! increase! in!
Smad32dependent! activity.! Alternatively,! the! increased! levels! of! Smad32
dependent! activity! post! TGF!! stimulation! of! melanoma! cells! can! be!
explained!by!the!dual!role!of!TGF!!in!cancer.!In!normal!cells,!TGF!!acts!as!a!
tumour! suppressor! which! is! demonstrated! in! our! result! by! the! negative!
effect! it! has! on! Smad32dependent! activity.! However,! in! oncogenic! cells,!





MH1 MH2$PPXY$Smad3 Catalytically inactive∆HECT stabilizes levels
of Smad3
Catalytically inactive


















proteins! (Warzecha!et#al,! 2010).!Due! to! the! role!WWP2! isoforms!have! in!










PCR! methods! will! provide! an! accurate! prediction! of! isoform! mRNA!




and! qPCR! results! both! showed! that! WWP22N! expression! was! down2
regulated!by! ESRP.! Furthermore,! the! expression!of!∆HECT! also! showed!a!
decrease! in! response! to! transfected!ESRP,!although!not! shown! in!RT2PCR!
results.!!The!regulation!of!splicing!events!by!ESRPs!can!either!have!a!positive!
or!negative!effect!on!the!production!of!isoforms!as!ESRP!has!the!ability!to!
either! silence! an! exon! or! enhance! the! inclusion! of! an! exon! therefore!
favouring!transcription!of!the!full2length!proteins!(Warzecha!et#al,!2009b).!
This!provides!evidence!suggesting!that!ESRPs!might!play!a!role!in!negatively!
regulating! the! transcription! of! WWP22N! and! ∆HECT! by! reducing! the!
!! 185!
retention!of! intron!9/10!and!19/20! respectively,! leading! to! the!decline! in!
levels!of!isoform!mRNA!detected!as!shown!in!the!PCR!results.!!
!
5.3.5! Cellular' localization'of'WWP2' isoforms'and'the'hypothesized'Smad'
interactions'
Studying!the!cellular! localization!of!these! isoforms! in!depth!allowed!us!to!
hypothesize!their!relationships!with!Smad!proteins!using!existing!knowledge!











induce! inflammation!and! fibrosis.! It!was! found! that! the!administration!of!
Bleomycin! increases! TGF!1! levels! causing! the! increased! translocation! of!
phosphorylated! Smad2/3! into! the! nucleus! which! then! induces!
transcriptional! activity.! It!was! also! found! that! the! cytosolic! Smad3! levels!
dropped! in! the!disease!state! (caused!by! the! increase!of!TGF!! levels! from!
administration! of! Bleomycin)! whilst! levels! of! Smad3! in! the! nucleus!












Smad7.!However,! it!was! found! in! previous! studies! that! TGF!! stimulation!
shifts!preferential!binding!of!FL!to!Smad7!instead!of!Smad2/3!(Soond!and!
Chantry,! 2011).! Together,! this! suggests! that! WWP22FL! is! a! tumour!








Figure' 5.3.6+' A' simplified' schematic' representation' showing' the' cellular' localization' of' WWP2'
isoforms'and'the'respective'Smad'binding'in'normal'and'disease'states.#
The! expression! of! the! C! isoform!was! seen! predominantly! in! the! nucleus,!
regardless! of! TGF!! stimulation.! The! lack! of! membrane! localization! is!
supported!by!the!fact!that!this!isoform!lacks!the!C2!lipid!binding!domain.!Its!
role!as!an!oncogene!is!highlighted!as!the!expression!of!only!the!WW4!and!
HECT!domain!allows! it! to!bind! to!and! inhibit! Smad7! in! the!nucleus!when!
stimulated! with! TGF!.! However,! in! the! control! state,! the! WW4! domain!




in! response! to! TGF!! stimulation.! Due! to! an! incomplete! HECT! domain!
expressed! in! ∆HECT,! it! is! not! clear! whether! it! can! carry! out! its! catalytic!
activities! and! aid! proteasomal! degradation! of! Smad7.! However,! if! our!
previous!predictions!are!correct!and!that!this!isoform!is!indeed!catalytically!
inactive,!then!the!preferential!binding!to!native2Smad3!in!absence!of!TGF!!
could! stabilize! and! aid! TGF!2dependent! transcription! whilst! the! ∆HECT!
preferential!binding!to!phospho2Smad7!in!the!presence!of!TGF!!could!lead!
to! the! stabilization!of! Smad7! therefore! inhibiting! the!oncogenic! effect! of!
TGF!.! It! is! for! this! reason! that!∆HECT!might! possess! both!oncogenic! and!
tumour!suppressive!properties!in!oncogenesis.!!
!
WWP22N2∆C2! and! FL2∆C2!were! both! expressed! at! very! low! levels! at! the!
membrane!which!could!be!due!to!the!lack!of!C2!domain.!Both!these!isoforms!
demonstrated!an!increase!in!nuclear!translocation!from!the!cytoplasm!but!
may! have! very! different! effects! in! oncogenesis! due! to! the! difference! in!






















The! phosphorylation! of! Smad2/3! and! subsequent! binding! with! Smad4!
occurs! in! the!C2terminal!MH2!domain!of! Smad2/3! (Yan!et# al,! 2009).! This!
means!that!WWP22N!binding!with!PPXY!motif!in!the!linker!region!is!unlikely!
to! hinder! the! formation! of! Smad2/324! complex! therefore! allowing! its!
translocation!and!ultimately!gene!transcription!in!the!nucleus.!Although!this!
is! true,! the! lack! of! N! isoform! nuclear! localization! shown! in! the!
immunolabelling!experiments!suggest!that!this!novel!isoform!binding!with!
Smads! is! inhibiting! at! least! a! proportion! of! activated! co2Smad/R2Smad!
complexes!from!entering!the!nucleus,!subsequently!favouring!its!role!as!an!
anti2oncogenic! protein.! Another! exciting! finding! that! emerged! from! the!
WWP22N!localization!study!was!the!appearance!of!a!filamentous!network!
produced!by!the!N!expression.!Previous!studies!have!shown!the!binding!of!
Smad2/3! and!microtubules! in! several! epithelial! and! endothelial! cell! lines!
(Dong! et# al,! 2000),! so! here,! we! hypothesized! that! WWP22N! binds! to!
Smad2/3!which!co2localizes!with!tubulin.!Unfortunately,!after!labelling!both!




In! addition,! a! recent! immunolabelling! study! conducted! by! Zhu! et# al!
visualized!the!localization!of!WWP2!FL!and!WWP2!mutants!similarly!to!the!
experiments! carried! out! here.! Dependent! on! the! domain! composition! of!
WWP2! isoforms,! they!were! able! to!postulate! certain! effects! that! specific!
domains! had! on! nuclear! translocation! (Zhu! et# al,! 2017).! One! interesting!









the! nucleus! could! also! suggest! that! the! sequence! responsible! for! this!
negative! regulation! on! nuclear! translocation,! possibly! a! nuclear! export!
sequence!(NES)!is!located!between!residue!12171!of!the!HECT!domain,!the!
region! present! in! the! ∆HECT! isoform.! Previous! results! from! fluorescence!
microscopy!of!the!WW324!tandem!domain!in!chapter!3!highlighted!a!dense!
localization!within!the!nucleus.!The!contrast!in!cellular!localization!between!




signals! (NES)! shown! in! fig!3.3.3,!predicted!an!absence!of!NES!sites!within!







acid! sequence! of! this! region! was! inputted! into! the! netNES! program! (fig!
5.3.8),!results!detected!a!region!between!aa!15237!of!the!probed!sequence!





















Cells! that! were! stimulated! by! TGF!! showed! nuclear! translocation! of! FL,!















Overall! in! this! chapter,! a! few! key! ideas! regarding! the! transcriptional!
regulation!of!WWP2!isoforms!and!cellular!localization!were!developed.!From!
the!research!carried!out,!we!predict!that!the!0.5!kb!region!in!intron!10/11!
containing! the!predicted!WWP22C!promoter! enhances! the! transcriptional!
activity! of! WWP22C! and! that! its! activity! is! negatively! regulated! by! the!
presence! of! SOX9.! Luciferase! results! also! produced! significant! data!
suggesting!that!a!2!kb!region!within!intron!9/10!of!the!WWP2!locus!enhances!
the! activity! of! ∆HECT! transcription! which! is! also! promoted! by! EGF!
stimulation.!Furthermore,!the!functional!analysis!of!WWP22∆HECT!lead!to!
the!hypothesis! that! the!∆HECT! containing! an! incomplete!HECT!domain! is!
catalytically! non2functional.! Additionally,! the! effects! of! ESRP! proteins! on!
expression!of!WWP22N!was!investigated!and!revealed!that!ESRPs!not!only!
negatively! regulate! the! transcription! of! WWP22N! but! also! the! ∆HECT!
isoform.! Lastly,! many! predictions! were! made! using! results! from! the!











TGF!! pathway! by! binding! to! and! facilitating! the! degradation! of! Smad!
mediator! proteins.! Furthermore,! the! complex! relationship! between! TGF!!
and! cancer! suggest! that! the! function! of! WWP2! isoforms! might! play! an!
important! role! in!oncogenesis.!Therefore,! in! this! thesis!efforts!have!been!
made!in!attempts!to!connect!these!three!fundamental!players!and!find!out!
the!effects!of!TGF!!and!WWP2!isoforms!on!the!development!of!melanoma.!
In! particular,! three! key! areas! of! the! WWP2! isoforms! were! explored! to!















and! the! CAGAC! reporter! sequence! to! investigate! the! Smad32dependent!
TGF!!activity!to!different!regions!of!the!WWP2!isoforms.!In!non2cancerous!
HEK293A! cells,! it! was! found! that! transfected! WWP2! WW324! induced! a!




stabilizes! Smad3! levels,! inhibiting! the! formation! of! functional! FL2Smad3!
complex!which!would!lead!to!the!degradation!of!Smad3.!It!is!also!suggested!
that!WW324!can!bind!directly! to!FL! forming!a!heterodimer! to!once!again!
inhibit!Smad3!binding!and!subsequent!degradation!(explained!in!fig!6.2.1).!
When! this! experiment! was! repeated! in! A375! melanoma! cells,! WW324!
induced! a! high! Smad32dependent! TGF!! gene! expression! in! cells!
unstimulated! with! TGF!.! However,! under! TGF!! stimulation,! WWP2! FL!
induced!a!much!higher!reading!in!comparison!WW324!suggesting!that!the!
transfected! FL! construct! had! an! increased! positive! effect! on! Smad32
depedendent!activity!under!TGF!!stimulation.!The!binding!responsible!for!
this!observed!pattern!may!be!to!do!with!the!preferential!binding!of!WW4!
domain! to! native/phospho2Smad7.! Shown! in! a! previous! NMR! study,! the!
WW4! domain! has! an! increased! binding! affinity! to! phospho2Smad7! in!
comparison!to!native2Smad7!or!Smad3!(Wahl,!2016).!This!means!that!under!
TGF!! stimulation,! where! native! Smads! are! phosphorylated,! the! WW4!
domain! within! the! transfected! WWP22FL! binds! preferentially! to! and!
mediates!degradation!of!phospho2Smad7!leading!to!the!increase!in!Smad3!
levels!as!WWP22FL!and!Smad7!are!both!unable!to!bind!to!and!inhibit!Smad3.!





Figure' 6.2.1+' A' diagram' depicting' the' proposed' WW3+4' binding' from' luciferase' data.# The#
catalytically#functional#WWP21FL#binds#to#Smad3#leading#to#its#subsequent#degradation#as#suggested#
by# the# decrease# in# Smad31dependent# activity# in# luciferase# assays.# Transfected# WW314# binds#
competitively#to#Smad3#and#inhibits#Smad31WWP21FL#binding#therefore#stabilizing#Smad3#levels#as#it#










































































degradation#of#Smad3# in#addition# to# the#Smad7# inhibition#of#Smad3.# In#A375#cells# stimulated#with#
TGF!,#phosphorylation#of#Smads#occur#therefore#shifting#WW4#preferential#binding#within#WWP21FL#








































































To! investigate! the! significant! increase! WWP2! WW324! had! on! Smad32
dependent!gene!expression,!luciferase!assay!was!performed!using!A375!cells!
transfected!with!WW3,!WW4!individually,!WW324!tandem!domains!and!a!
co2transfection! of!WW3! +!WW4.! Results! suggested! that! the! transfected!
WW324! tandem! domain! produced! the! highest! reading! for! Smad32
dependent!activity!similar!to!HEK293A.!However,!in!the!presence!of!TGF!,!
transfected! WW4! produced! the! highest! level! of! Smad3! expression.! The!
Smad32dependent!gene!expression!in!transfected!WW4!cells!between!TGF!!
stimulated!and!non2stimulated!cells!did!not!change!significantly,!however!
WW324! transfected! cells! did! decrease! in! gene! expression! under! TGF!!
stimulation.!According!to!results!from!previously!discussed!NMR!study,!the!
WW4!domain!has!increased!binding!affinity!to!phospho2Smad7!over!Smad3!
(Wahl,! 2016)! which! supports! our! finding! regarding! the! decrease! in! gene!






WW324! subsequently! shifts! preferential! binding! to! phospho2Smad7! and!




and!WW4! as! an! important! feature! responsible! for! the! increased! Smad32
dependent!gene!expression.!This! is!because!the!WW3!and!WW4!domains!
were!co2transfected! (without! the!presence!of! the! linker! region)! into!cells!
and!results!did!not!reflect!an!increase!in!gene!expression!suggesting!that!the!
linker! region! (2QGMIQE2)! is! an! important! factor! in! the! upregulation! of!





crucial! WWP2! regulatory! components! which! controlled! WWP2! auto2
inhibition!(Chen!et#al,!2017).!Although!this!linker!region!is!much!longer!than!








Figure' 6.2.3+' An' amino' acid' sequence' alignment' showing' the'WW3+4' linker' regions' of'WWP2,'
WWP1'and'ITCH.'
To! investigate! the! potential! difference! in! effects! of! transfected! WWP2!
tandem! domains! in! non2malignant! and! cancerous! cell! lines,! the! Smad32




type.! Moreover,! another! interesting! trend! detected! whilst! comparing!
results! from!HEK293A!cells!and!A375!cells!was! that! independent!of!TGF!!
stimulation,! WWP22FL! decreased! levels! of! Smad3! gene! expression! in!
HEK293A!relative!to!basal!whilst!transfected!FL! increased!levels!of!Smad3!
gene!expression! in!A375.!We! therefore!propose! that! in! normal!HEK293A!
cells,! WWP22FL! favours! binding! of! Smad3,! subsequently! facilitating! the!
degradation! of! this! Smad! protein,! whilst! in! malignant! A375! cells,! where!
TGF!!levels!are!naturally!higher,!FL!has!increased!preferential!binding!and!
therefore!mediates!proteasomal!degradation!of!phospho2Smad7! (Kong!et#
al,! 1995),! leading! to! the! increase! in! Smad32dependent! gene! expression.!
Although! no! established! studies! can! support! our! hypothesis! regarding!
WWP22FL! preferential! binding! in! non2malignant! and! cancerous! cells,! the!








tandem! domain! transfected! HEK293A! cells! to! probe! for! the! effects!WW!
domains! have! on! Smad! expression.! Results! suggest! that! out! of! the!




binding!whereas!WW4!domain!binds!preferentially! to! Smad7! (Soond!and!
Chantry,!2011).!However,!results! from!the!Smad2!western!blot!suggested!
that!WW324!transfected!cells!showed!the!highest!levels!of!Smad2.!This!does!
not! correlate! with! the! findings! in! the! study! by! Soond! et! al,! as! their!




and!WW3! to! be! responsible! for! Smad2! binding! (Lin! et# al! ,! 2000).! After!
performing! an! alignment! between! this! region! and! the! WWP2! WW223!
sequence,! a! 32! aa! sequence! present! in! aa! 4042435! of!WWP2!which! is! a!














tandem! domain! was! cloned! and! used! in! a! pull2down! experiment! and!
quantitative! mass! spectrometry.! Performing! mass! spectrometry! analysis!





that! may! be! associated! with! the! WWP2! WW! domain.! Results! from!
quantitative!mass!spectrometry!showed!that!the!protein!associated!with!the!
WW324!pulldown!sample!that!was!most!affected!by!TGF!! is!histone!H2A.!
Histones! are! proteins! bound! by! DNA! and! plays! a! crucial! role! in! DNA!
regulation.!Whilst! ubiquitinated!H2A! is! an! active! gene! repressor,! uH2B! is!
more! commonly! associated! with! transcription! activation! (Vissers! et# al,!
2008).!Studies!have!shown!that!TGF!!negatively!regulates!the!uH2A!during!
TGF!2mediated! apoptosis! (Han! et# al,! 2012),! whilst! results! from! Mass!
spectrometry!showed!an!increase!in!H2A!in!the!presence!of!WW324!under!













suppressor! encoded! by! the! MYH9! gene! (Schramek! et# al,! 2014),! found!
associated! with! WWP2! WW324! in! response! to! TGF!! stimulation.!
Furthermore,! it! has! been! shown! that! TGF!! represses! the! expression! of!
myosin!(Wang!et#al,!2003).!We!therefore!propose!myosin!heavy!peptide!9!
to!be!a!novel!WWP2!binding!partner!and!that!the!presence!of!myosin!in!our!
results! represents! the! binding! of! WW324! in! the! catalytically! functional!
WWP2! isoforms! to! myosin.! The! increase! in! levels! of! myosin! shown!
associated!with!WW324!under!TGF!!stimulation!might!therefore!reflect!the!
mechanism! by! which! TGF!! negatively! regulates! the! MYH9! tumour!
suppressor! via! WWP22dependent! degradation! to! ultimately! aid! TGF!2








































WWP22FL2∆C2! transcript,! however,! continues! onto! the! end! of! the! FL!
protein.!This!86!kDa!isoform!was!previously!confirmed!only!by!an!indication!
through!western!blotting.!We!have!now!further!validated!the!expression!of!
this! isoform! using! specific! primers! in! RT2PCR! analysis.! Furthermore,!
WWP22∆HECT,!N2∆C2!and!FL2∆C2!were!successfully!cloned!and!expressed!in!




















in! TGF!! signal! transduction!which!mediates! EMT! and!metastasis! seen! in!
stage!IV!melanoma.!However,!due!to!the!preferential!binding!of!WWP22FL!
to!Smad2/3!in!the!control!state!and!Smad7!under!TGF!!stimulation!(Soond!
and!Chantry,! 2011),!we! can!hypothesize! that!WWP22FL! acts! as! a! tumour!
suppressor!by!mediating!degradation!of!Smad2/3!in!the!control!state!whilst!
acting!as!an!oncogene!in!the!TGF!!disease!state!by!binding!to!Smad7.!This!





the# control# state# without# TGF!# stimulation,# FL# binds# preferentially# to# Smad2/3# and# facilitates#
proteasomal# degradation.# The# reduced# levels# of# Smad2/3# leads# to# the# subsequent# decrease# in#




















































tumour! suppressor.! Furthermore,! results! from! localization! study! showed!










Another! interesting! finding! was! that! WWP22N! expression! highlighted! a!
filamentous! network! within! cells! suggesting! that! Smad2/3! bound! to!
WWP22N! was! co2expressed! with! a! filamentous! protein! such! as! actin! or!
tubulin.!Although!it!has!been!shown!that!Smad2/3!binds!to!microtubules!in!
some! cell! lines! (Dong! et# al,! 2000),! our! study! did! not! provide! conclusive!
evidence! supporting! this.! Moreover,! the! transcriptional! regulation! that!
results! in!the!expression!of!WWP22N!was!also!examined!in!an!attempt!to!
gain!the!full!picture!regarding!the!role!WWP2!has!in!oncogenesis.!ESRP!is!a!











EMT! (Horiguchi! et# al,! 2012).! In! our!mRNA! expression! studies,! TGF!! was!
found!to!increase!WWP22N!in!the!epithelial!MCF27!cell!line.!We!hypothesize!
that!the!downregulation!of!ESRP!by!TGF!!therefore!reduces!levels!of!ESRP2
dependent! negative! regulation! of! WWP22N! which! is! reflected! by! the!
increase! in!WWP22N! expression! and! subsequently! consolidating! the! idea!
that! ESRP! is! indeed! involved! in! the! negative! regulation! of!WWP22N.! The!
antagonistic!properties!ESRP!possess!during!TG!2mediated!EMT,!namely!the!
ability! to! restore! epithelial! phenotypes! by! regulating! splicing! programs,!
suggests! that!ESRP! is! a! tumour! suppressor.!However,! if! our!prediction!of!
WWP22N!also!being!a!tumour2suppressor!is!correct,!then!this!would!mean!
the! negative! effect! ESRP! has! on! this! potential! tumour! suppressor!makes!






acts! as! an! oncogene! due! to! the! presence! of! the!WW4! and! intact! HECT!
domain! allowing! the! degradation! of! Smad7.! Results! from! the! qPCR! of!
melanoma!cDNA!array!showed!that!levels!of!WWP22C!increased!after!stage!
IIIB.!This! suggests! that! the! increased!expression!of! this!oncogene!may!be!
needed! to! drive! the! aggression! of! melanoma! by! inhibiting! Smad7,!











absence! of! EGF! stimulation,! resulting! in! increased! cell! proliferation! in!
melanoma!(Ascierto!et#al,!2012).!This!mutation!has!also!been!shown!to!be!
responsible!for!increased!TGF!!secretion!and!Smad2dependent!transcription!
suggesting! that! the! increase! in! WWP22C! oncogene! may! be! an! effect! of!
BRAFV600E2dependent! TGF!! increase.! However,! there! is! no! solid! evidence!


















leads! to! the!altered! folding!and!consequent!constant!GTP2bound!state!of!
N2RAS!(Jovanovic!et#al,!2010),!which!has!been!shown!in!a!similar!mutation!
(N2RASQ61R)!to!cause!the!resistance!to!TGF!!senescence!in!melanoma!(Lasfar!
and! Cohen2Solal,! 2010).! Therefore,! we! speculate! that! the! lack! of! SOX9!
increase! in! response! to! TGF!! in! M202! could! be! due! to! the! N2RASQ61L!
mutation!present!in!the!cell!line.!
!
The! SOX92mediated! negative! regulation! on! WWP22C! shown! above! was!
suggested! to! be! a! result! of! binding! through! its! recognition!
!! 207!
sequence! 2CCTTGAG2.! To! investigate! this! predicted! SOX9! binding! site,!
WWP22C! promoter! mutant! constructs! containing! the! SOX9! binding! site!
deletion!were! then! cloned!and!used! in! similar! luciferase!analysis.!Results!
show! that! although! SOX92mediated! negative! regulation! of! WWP22C!
transcriptional!activity!was!reduced!in!HEK293A!and!MCF27!epithelial!cells,!
the!deletion!in!the!mutant!failed!to!alter!this!negative!regulation!of!WWP22C!
transcriptional! activity! in! A375,! an! epithelial! cell! line! expressing! strong!
mesenchymal! characteristics.! Together! with! the! discovery! of! multiple!
predicted! SOX9! binding! sites! within! the! WWP22C! promoter! region,! this!
suggests! that! preference! to! specific! SOX9! binding! sites! is! epithelial! and!
mesenchymal!tissue2specific.!!!
!





reading! suggesting! that! the! cloned! sequence! from! intron! 9/10! might!
enhance! the! transcriptional! activity! of! WWP22∆HECT.! However,! when!
compared! with! the! massive! increase! seen! in! WWP22C! transcriptional!
activity,!the!increase!in!∆HECT!activity!is!relatively!low!therefore!the!effects!






was! also! investigated! using! a! combination! of! RT2PCR! and! qPCRs.! Results!
suggest! that! ESRP! is! part! of! a! negative! regulatory!mechanism!of!WWP22
∆HECT!expression!shown!in!both!A375!and!MCF27!cell!lines.!
!










accurately! hypothesize! the! function! of! ∆HECT! as! it! could! either! work! to!
stabilize!Smad7!levels,!or!inhibit!Smad7!by!mediation!of!degradation.!To!try!
and! further! understand! the! biological! role! of! this! novel! isoform,!WWP22
∆HECT!was! also! cloned! and! transfected! into!HEK293A! cells.! Results! from!
luciferase!assays!show!that!in!the!absence!of!TGF!!stimulation,!an!increase!
of!Smad32dependent!TGF!!activity!was!detected!whilst!a!decrease!was!seen!
in! the! presence! of! TGF!.! Using! data! on! WW4! domain! binding! affinities!
(Wahl,! 2016),! we! hypothesize! that! in! TGF!! negative! conditions,! WW4!
domain! in! ∆HECT! binds! to! and! stabilizes! Smad3,! and! that! under! TGF!!
stimulation,!∆HECT!binds!to!and!stabilizes!Smad7!causing!the!degradation!of!
Smad3! (as! depicted! in! fig! 6.3.2).! The! results! from! this! experiment! also!
suggests! that! the! incomplete! HECT! domain! within! ∆HECT! is! catalytically!
inactive!due!to!its!inability!to!facilitate!proteolytic!degradation!of!Smad3!in!
control!conditions!and!Smad7!under!TGF!!stimulation.!It!can!therefore!be!
speculated! that! the!WWP22∆HECT! isoform! is! part! of! the! TGF!2mediated!






stimulation,# ∆HECT# binds# to# and# stabilizes# levels# of# Smad3#whilst# in# the# presence# of# TGF!,# ∆HECT#
stabilizes#levels#of#Smad7#which#leads#to#the#decrease#in#Smad31dependent#TGF!#activity.#
The!expression!study!on!WWP22FL2∆C2!and!WWP22N2∆C2!did!not!provide!
any! significant! results.! However,! results! from! cellular! localization! study!
provided!several! interesting!points.!Both! isoforms!showed!a!translocation!






to! both! Smad2/3! and! Smad7.! There! is! no! solid! evidence! supporting! the!





Smad7! in! disease! state! effectively! inhibiting! the! natural! inhibitory!
mechanism!of!the!TGF!!pathway.!Ultimately,!the!profiling!of!WWP2!isoform!
expression! at! different! stages! of! melanoma! has! the! potential! to! aid!
development!of!a!prognostic!tool!or!a!marker! for!melanoma!progression.!





































WWP22C!was!expressed! in!mesenchymal! cells.!We! therefore!put! forward!
the!N!and!∆HECT! isoforms!as! guardians!of! the!epithelial! phenotype.! This!
means! that! functionally,! N! is! able! to! anchor! Smad2/3! to! the!membrane!
effectively! inhibiting! nuclear! translocation! and! activation! of! genes!
controlling!EMT.!On!the!other!hand,!the!catalytically!inactive!∆HECT!binds!
to! and! stabilizes! the! levels! of! Smad7! allowing! increased! inhibition! of! the!
TGF!! signal! transduction! and! ultimately! decreases! levels! of! EMT2related!
gene!transcription.!Due!to!the!increased!expression!shown!in!mesenchymal!
cells,!WWP22C,!has!therefore!been!predicted!as!not!only!an!oncogene,!but!
also! the! guardian! of! the! mesenchymal! phenotype.! The! intact! catalytic!
function!of!the!C2isoform!suggest!that!it!is!able!to!bind!to!and!inhibit!Smad7!
activity.! This! means! that! Smad2/3! can! continue! to! act! as! transcription!

































































TGF!! and! BMP! stimulations! have! been! used! throughout! experiments!
conducted! for! this! thesis.! The! aim!of! this!was! to! identify! the! roles! these!
growth! factors! have! on! oncogenic! processes! such! as! EMT! and! therefore!
suggest!whether! they! have! oncogenic! or! tumour! suppressing! properties.!





transcriptional! activity! of! the! oncogenic! WWP22C.! This! suggests! that! in!
oncogenic! cells,! TGF!! has! the! ability! to! increase! transcription! of! the!
WWP22C!oncogene!implying!that!TGF!!has!an!oncogenic!role.!Interestingly,!
it!was!also!found!that!in!HEK293A!cells,!TGF!!stimulation!decreases!levels!of!
∆HECT! transcriptional! activity.! Due! to! the! tumour! suppressing! nature! of!
∆HECT!under!TGF!!stimulation,!(as!∆HECT!binds!preferably!to!Smad7!under!
TGF!!stimulation!and!stabilizes!its!levels!to!ultimately!decrease!TGF!!signal!
transduction),! the! negative! effects! TGF!! has! on! ∆HECT! transcription!
therefore! suggest! that! TGF!! has! oncogenic! properties! even! in! HEK293A!
cells.!On!the!other!hand,!results! from!functional!∆HECT!studies!showed!a!
significant! decrease! in! ∆HECT2mediated! Smad23! dependent! activity! in!
HEK293A!as!a!result!of!TGF!!stimulation.!We!argue!that!in!this!normal!cell!
line,!∆HECT!binds!preferentially!to!Smad7!in!response!to!TGF!!stimulation!
and! therefore! stabilizing! levels! of! Smad7! ultimately! reducing! Smad32
dependent! activity! such! as! EMT.! This! suggests! that! TGF!! has! a! tumour!
suppressing! role! in! normal! cells.! However,! in! malignant! A375! cells,! the!
stimulation! of! TGF!! does! not! decrease! the! levels! of! ∆HECT2mediated!
Smad32dependent! activity! therefore! suggesting! that! TGF!! has! lost! its!





was! histone!H2B.! Studies! have! previously! shown! the! tumour2suppressive!
nature! of! uH2B! (Prenzel! et# al,! 2011)! suggesting! that! in! the! mass!
spectrometry! study!using!HEK293A!cells,! the!TGF!2dependent! increase! in!
H2B,!potentially!bound!to!WW324!of!the!catalytically!functional!WWP22FL,!







most!notably! in! the!WWP2N!expression!studies! in!melanoma!cells.! It!was!












mediators,!creates!a! feedback! loop!that!can!prove!crucial! to! the!study!of!
oncogenesis! in! melanoma! and! perhaps! other! types! of! cancers.! For! this!
reason,! further! research! should! be! carried! out! in! this! area! to! clarify! the!






WWP2! has! a! complex! relationship!with! TGF!! and! oncogenesis! therefore!
might!prove!useful!as!a!prognostic!or!therapeutic!target!in!cancer.!However,!
without! the! complete! understanding! of! the! WWP2! isoforms! and! their!
effects!on!the!TGF!!pathway!and!subsequently!oncogenesis,!it!is!difficult!to!
design! or! develop! any! type! of! prognostic! or! therapeutic! measures.! It! is!
therefore!important!to!continue!the!studies!to!clarify!the!role!WWP2!has!in!
oncogenesis.!First!of!all,!the!transcriptional!mechanism!of!WWP2!isoforms!
must! be! verified.! ESRPs! have! been! shown! to! down2regulate! levels! of!
WWP22N! and! ∆HECT! in! our! studies! however,! this! relationship! could! be!
verified!by!performing!knock2down!studies!to!investigate!the!effects!lack!of!
ESRP!might!infer!onto!the!production!of!these!isoforms.!Furthermore,!ESRP1!
and! 2! were! used! simultaneously! in! our! studies,! therefore! in! future!




the! WWP2! WW4! domain! has! preferential! binding! to! Smad! mediators!
dependent! on! TGF!! stimulation! and! cell! type.! Co2immunoprecipitation!
followed!by!western!blot! experiments!using! anti2Smad!antibodies! can!be!
performed! in! the! future! using! non2malignant! and! cancerous! cell! lines!
stimulated!with!TGF!!to!study!the!levels!of!Smads!interacting!with!WWP22FL!
under! different! conditions.! Results! could! show! the! potential! preferential!
binding!of!WWP22FL!to!Smads!and!prove!or!disprove!our!hypothesis.!Also!in!
this!chapter,!it!was!concluded!that!the!linker!region!between!WWP2!WW3!
and! WW4! held! significance! in! the! increase! in! Smad32dependent! gene!
expression!detected!in!the!luciferase!analysis.!To!identify!the!exact!region!
needed! for! optimal! up2regulation! of! Smad3! gene! expression,! constructs!
containing!the!WW3+linker!region,!WW4+linker!region!and!the!linker!region!








The! binding! of! ∆HECT! can! also! be! explored! by! performing! mass!
spectrometry!to!identify!binding!partners!implicated!in!cancer!cell!lines!and!
show!the!effects!of!TGF!.!To!do!this,!a!strep!tag!would!be!cloned!onto!the!
WWP22∆HECT! isoform,! transfected! into! various! cell! lines! and! used! in! a!
streptavidin!pull2down!in!preparation!for!quantitative!mass!spectrometry,!
similar! to! the! WW324! mass! spectrometry! performed! in! this! thesis.!!
Understanding! the! characteristics! and! abilities! of! this! isoform! may! be! a!
crucial! step! to! unlocking! its! potential! as! a! tool! in! the! prognosis! and!
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A# 41# Full# versions# of#Western# blots# using# anti1FLAG# antibodies# shown# in# figure# 5.2.16.# The# above#
western# blot# confirms# the# overexpression# of# ESRP# constructs# indicating# a# successful# transfection.#
Negative#control#was#an#HA1tagged#WWP2#construct.#Note#that#the#negative#control#lane#derived#from#
a#different#picture#of#the#same#blot#therefore#showing#a#different#exposure.#
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A#51#Full#versions#of#Western#blots#using#anti1HA#antibodies#shown#in#figure#5.2.19.#The#expression#of#
transfected#HA1tagged#WWP2#constructs#were#confirmed#using#anti1HA#antibodies.#
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